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University of New Hampshire, September, 2009 
In this dissertation, we defined a new class of non selfadjoint operator algebras-Kadison-
Singer algebras or KS-algebras for simplicity. These algebras combine triangularity, reflex-
ivity and von Neumann algebra property into one consideration. Generally speaking, KS-
algebras are reflexive, maximal triangular with respect to its "diagonal subalgebra". Many 
selfadjoint features are preserved in them and concepts can be borrowed directly from the 
theory of von Neumann algebras. In fact, a more direct connection of KS-algebras and 
von Neumann algebras is through the lattice of invariant projections of a KS-algebra. The 
lattice is reflexive and " minimally generating" in the sense that it generates the commutant 
of the diagonal as a von Neumann algebra. 
This dissertation consists of three chapters. In chapter 1, we give some background and 
the definition of Kadison-Singer algebras(as well as corresponding Kadisalong with some 
basic properties of KS-algebras. In chapter 2, we construct Kadision-Singer factors with 
hyperfinite factors as their diagonals, study their commutant and describe the corresponding 
Kadison-Singer lattices in details. At the end, a lattice invariant is introduced to distinguish 
these lattices. In chapter 3, we first review the results of reflexive algebras determined by 
two projections, then describe the reflexive lattice generated by three free projections and 
show that it is a Kadison-Singer lattice and thus the corresponding algebra is a Kadison-
Singer algebra. We also show that this lattice is homeomorphic to two-dimensional sphere 
<S2(plus two distinct points corresponding to 0 and I). Then we introduce a notation of 
connectedness of projections in a lattice of projections in a finite von Neumann and show 
that all connected components form another lattice, called a reduced lattice. Reduced 
vii 
lattices of most of our examples were computed. We end this dissertation by discussing 
maximal triangularity in different aspects. 
Chapter 1 
Background and Preliminary 
In [34], Kadison and Singer initiate the study of non-self-adjoint algebras of bounded op-
erators on Hilbert spaces. They introduce a class of algebras they call triangular operator 
algebras. An algebra T is triangular (relative to a factor M) when T n T* is a maximal 
abelian (self-adjoint) algebra in the factor M. When the factor is the algebra of all n x n 
complex matrices, this condition guarantees that there is a unitary matrix U such that the 
mapping A —> UAU* transforms T onto a subalgebra of the upper triangular matrices. 
Beginning with [34], the theory of non-self-adjoint operator algebras has undergone a 
vigorous development parallel to, but not nearly as explosive as, that of the self-adjoint 
theory, the C*- and von Neumann algebra theories. The self-adjoint theory began with the 
1929-30 von Neumann article [42]. In [42, 6, 7, 43, 8], F. J. Murray and J. von Neumann 
introduced and studied certain algebras of Hilbert space operators. Those algebras are now 
called von Neumann Algebras. They are strong-operator closed self-adjoint subalgebras 
of the algebra of all bounded linear transformations on a Hilbert space. Factors are von 
Neumann algebras whose centers consist of scalar multiples of the identity operator. Every 
von Neumann algebra is a direct sum (or direct integral) of factors. In [6] Murray and von 
Neumann classified factors into type In , I^ , Hi , 11^, III factors. Since then the theory 
has been extensively studied, and many important progress has been made. 
Over the same period, considerable effort has gone into the study of triangular operator 
algebras (see, for example, [28]) and [15]) and another class of non-self-adjoint operator 
algebras, the reflexive algebras (see, for example, [30], [13], [16], and [23]). Many definitive 
and interesting results are obtained during the course of these investigations. For the most 
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part, these more detailed results rely on relations to compact, or even finite-rank, operators. 
This direction is taken in the seminal article [34], as well. In Section 3.2 of [34], a detailed 
and complete classification is given for an important class of (maximal) triangular algebras; 
but much depends on the analysis of those T for which (the "diagonal") TnT* is generated 
by one-dimensional projections. On the other hand, the emphasis of C*- and von Neumann 
algebra theory is on those algebras where compact operators are (almost) absent. 
The parallel development of self-adjoint and non-self-adjoint operator theories has not 
produced the synergistic interactions we would have expected from subjects that are so 
closely and naturally related, and so likely to benefit from cross connections with one an-
other. The purpose of our study is to recapture the synergy that should exist between the 
powerful techniques that have developed in self-adjoint-operator-algebra theory and those 
of the non-self-adjoint theory by conjoining the two theories. We do this by embodying 
those theories in a single class of algebras. 
For the rest of this chapter, we will give the definition of Kadison-Singer Algebras along 
with some easy facts of this new class of algebras. 
Suppose H is a separable Hilbert space and B(H) the algebra of all bounded linear 
operators on "H. Let At be a von Neumann subalgebra of B{7i). A triangular (operator) 
algebra is a subalgebra T of M such that T n T* = 21, a maximal abelian selfadjoint 
subalgebra (masa) of Ai- One of the interesting cases is when M = B{7i). 
Let V be a set of (orthogonal) projections in B(H). Define Alg(V) = {T S B(H) : 
TP = PTP, for all P eV}. Then Alg{V) is a weak-operator closed subalgebra of B{H). 
Similarly, for a subset S of B(H), define £at{S) = {P € B(H) : P a projection, TP = 
PTP, for all T € S}. Then Cat(S) is a strong-operator closed lattice of projections. A sub-
algebra B of B(H) is called a reflexive (operator) algebraUB = Alg{Cat(B)). Similarly, a lat-
tice C of projections in B(H) is called a reflexive lattice (of projections) if C = Cat(Alg{C)). 
A nest is a totally ordered reflexive lattice. If £ is a nest, then Alg{C) is called a nest al-
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gebra. Nest algebras are generalizations of (hyperreducible) "maximal triangular" algebras 
introduced by Kadison and Singer in [34]. Kadison and Singer also show that nest algebras 
are the only maximal triangular reflexive algebras (with a commutative lattice of invariant 
projections). Motivated by this, we give the following definition: 
Definition 1.0.1. A subalgebra 21 of 13(H) is called a Kadison-Singer (operator) algebra 
(or KS-algebra) ifty. is reflexive and maximal with respect to the diagonal subalgebra 2lf~l2l* 
of 21, in the sense that if there is another reflexive subalgebra 58 of B(H) such that 21 C 58 
and 58 Pi 58* = 21 Pi 21*, then 21 = 58. When the diagonal of a KS-algebra is a factor, we 
call the KS-algebra a KS-factor or a Kadison-Singer factor. A lattice £ of projections in 
B(H) is called a Kadison-Singer lattice (or KS-lattice) if C is a minimal reflexive lattice 
that generates the von Neumann algebra C", or equivalently £ is reflexive and Alg(C) is a 
Kadison-Singer algebra. 
Clearly nest algebras are KS-algebras. Since a nest generates an abelian von Neumann 
algebra, we may view nest algebras as "type I" KS-algebras and general KS-algebras as 
"quantized" nest algebras. The maximality condition for a KS-algebra requires that the 
associated lattice is "reflexive and minimal" in the sense that there is no smaller reflexive 
sublattice that generates the commutant of the diagonal algebra. 
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of the above definition. 
Lemma 1.0.1. Suppose 21 is a Kadison-Singer algebra in B(H) and M. is the commutant 
of 21 fl 21* in B(H). Then £a£(2l) C M. and generates M as a von Neumann algebra. 
Proof. Since 2ln2l* is a von Neumann algebra and £crf(2ln2l*) C M, we have £crf(2l) C M. 
Let W be the von Neumann algebra generated by £ai(2l). Then A/" is a subalgebra of M, 
which implies that M' C M1. It is clear that TV' C „4.^(£a£(2l)) = 21 and is selfadjoint. 
Thus M' C 21 n 21* = M'. Now TV" = M', which implies that M = M O 
When 21 is a KS-algebra and 21 n 21* is a factor of type I, II or III, then 21 is called a 
KS-factor of the same type. In the same way, we can further classify KS-factors into type 
Hi, Hoo, etc., similar to usual factors. A KS-algebra 21 is said to be in a standard form, or 
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a standard KS-algebra, if the diagonal 21 n 21* of 21 is in a standard form, i.e., 21 n 21* has 
a cyclic and separating vector in "H. In this case, the von Neumann algebra generated by 
£oi(2l) (or the core, see [34]) is also in a standard form. 
In the next two chapters, we will give some nontrivial examples of KS-algebras, in 
particular, KS-factors of type II and III. The following theorem shows that all type II and 
type III KS-algebras are truly non selfadjoint algebras. 
Theo rem 1.0.1. If ^i is a KS-algebra of type II or type III in B(H), then 21 is not selfad-
joint. 
Proof. Assume on the contrary that 21 is selfadjoint. From our assumption we know that 
21' contains a 2 x 2 matrix subalgebra M%- Let Eij, i,j = 1,2, be a matrix unit system 
for M.2- Then one can construct a reflexive lattice C generated by all projections in the 
relative commutant of M2 in 21' and two non commuting projections En and \ Y^ij Eij in 
M.1- It is easy to see that C generates 21' as a von Neumann algebra. One easily checks that 
Alg(C) is non selfadjoint but reflexive. Moreover its diagonal is equal to the commutant of 
C, which agrees with 21. This contradicts to the assumption that 21 is a KS-algebra. • 
Similar argument shows that any nontrivial standard KS-algebra, even in the case of 
type I, is not selfadjoint. Standard KS-algebras can be viewed as maximal upper triangular 
algebras with a von Neumann algebra as its diagonal. 
Two Kadison-Singer algebras are said to be isomorphic if there is a norm preserving 
(algebraic) isomorphism between the two algebras. Two KS-algebras are called unitarily 
equivalent if there is a unitary operator between the underlying Hilbert spaces that induces 
an isomorphism between the KS-algebras. 
It is easy to see that an isomorphism between two Kadison-Singer algebras induces a * 
isomorphism between the diagonal subalgebras. 
For lattices of projections on a Hilbert space, the definition of an isomorphism is subtle. 
We consider a simple example where a lattice Co contains two free projections of trace 5 
and 0, / in a type IIj factor. As a lattice (with respect to union, intersection and ordering), 
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it is isomorphic to the lattice generated by two rank-one projections on a two-dimensional 
euclidean space. We shall call such an isomorphism (which preserves only the lattice struc-
ture) an algebraic (lattice) isomorphism. An isomorphism between two lattices, in this 
paper, is an isomorphism that also induces a * isomorphism between the von Neumann 
algebras they generate. To avoid confusion, sometimes we call such isomorphisms spatial 
isomorphisms between two lattices of projections. 
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Chapter 2 
Hyperfinite Kadison-Singer Factors 
and its Lattices 
2.1 Hyperfinite KS-factor 
In this section, we shall construct some hyperfinite Kadison-Singer factors. We begin with 
a UHF C*-algebra obtained by taking the completion(with respect to operator norm) of 
<8>fMn(C)(see [18]), denoted by 2l„ (or equivlently, 2ln = <g>f> M„(C)), where 2 < n e N is 
a fixed nature number. We denote by Mn (C) the kth copy of M„(C) in 2l„ and E\-', i, 
j = 1, . . . , n, the standard matrix unit system for Mn (C), for k = 1,2,.... Then we may 
write 2l„ = Mnl) ®Mn2) <g> • • •. Let A/"m = M ^ ( C ) ® M ! 2 ) (C) ® • • -®M,lm)(C)(= M„m(C)). 
Then 2l„ = U^=1A/"m. Now, we construct inductively a family of projections in Afm. 
When m = 1, define PXj = ^>=1 E%\ j = 1, . . , n - 1, P l n = I E",t=i ^ Suppose 
for A; < m — 1, j = 1, . . . , n, Pkj{& -^4) are defined. Now we define 
P m j - = P m - i , „ - i + ( / - P m - i ^ - i ) ^ £ r \ j = l , . . . , n - l , (2.1) 
Pmn = Pm-l,n-l + (I - Pm-l,„-l) ( ^ E ^ ) • (2-2) 
Denote by Cm the lattice generated by {Pkj : 1 < k < m, 1 < j < n} and £QO = U m £ m , the 
lattice generated by {P^j : fc > 1,1 < j < n}. 
Let pn be a faithful state on Mn(C). We extend pn to a state on 2ln, denoted by /?, i.e., 
p = pn®pn® • • •. Let H be the Hilbert space obtained by GNS construction on (2ln,p). 
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It is well known (see [36]) that the weak-operator closure of 2t„ in B(H) is a hyperfinite 
factor 1Z (when p is a trace, the factor 1Z is type Hi). Then Cm and C^ become lattices of 
projections in 1Z. 
Before state the main result of this section, we first prove the following fact. 
Lemma 2.1.1. Cm generate Nm, in another word, Lm = 7Vm. 
Proof. We shall prove this lemma by induction on m. 
When m = 1, it's easy to see that E^ € L'[, then nE^P^Ef) = E\f e Cl[. So we 
proved the statement when m = 1. 
We shall assume that the statement hold for m < k, i.e. Cm = J\fm. Because Lk C Ck+i, 
we have Afk C C"k+V This implies YLi EU+1) {j = h---,n- 1) and £", t=i E$+1) are in 
£fc+1. Applying the same argument in the m = 1 case, we have jCk+1 = A4+i- Hence the 
induction is completed. • 
With the notation above, we state the main result of this section as follows. 
Theorem 2.1.1. / / 21 is a subalgebra of B(H) such that 
1. MgiCco) C a , 
2. ana* = ^ (£ o o )n^ (£ 0 O ) * , 
then a = Alg^Coo). 
This theorem implies that Mg(£oo) is a KS-algebra. 
Corollary 2.1.1. Alg(COQ) is a Kadsion-Singer factor containing the hyperfinite factor "R. 
as its diagonal. 
Our above defined hyperfinite KS-factor depends n(> 2) appeared in the UHF algebra 
construction. We shall see in next section that, when p is a trace, for different n, the 
Kadison-Singer algebras constructed above are not unitarily equivalent. 
To prove Theorem 2.1.1, we need some lemmas. 
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Lemma 2.1.2. With L\ C H\ defined, above and E\- , i,j = 1,2,... ,n, the matrix units 
for Mi, we have 
Mg{Cl) = {T&B{U): E®TE$ = 0, 1 < j < i < n; 
T,^TEM = J:E$TE£ BftTE®}-
Proof. Let T be an element in Alg(Ci). Since PXj = £1=1 E\y e £i € £i for j = 1 ( i ) 
rWrpW 5(i) J M T P C 1 ) n - 1, we know that E^TEV/ =0,l<j<i<n. From TP& = P^'TP^, we have 
^ t E ^ = (±E^)T(±E^). 
Multiplying the above equation by E1}^ on left and E[^ on right, we have 
•nE%>T±Et? =n±E^TE^ = {±E®)T(±E&) = ± E^TE^. 
The right hand side is independent of /. By letting I = I, ..., n and applying E\{ TEy = 0 
when 1 < j < % < n, we have that 
-^ln J ^ n l ' 
i= l i=2 
It is easy to check that when T satisfies those identities in the lemma, T must be an element 
in Alg(£\). D 
In terms of matrix representations of elements in Alg(Ci) with respect to matrix units 
in Ni, we know from then Lemma above that such an element T is upper triangular. In 
another word, we can write T as 
rri rp rp 
i l l -U2 ••• J i n 
o r22 ••• r2 n 
\ 0 0 • • • Tnn j 
Moreover, one can arbitrarily choose the strictly upper triangular part of T and use equa-
tions 
n n 
/ _ Tu = 2_^ ^2* = • • • = Tnn, 
i= l i=2 
to determine the diagonal entries of T so that T G .4i#(£i). 
Lemma 2.1.3. For any T in Alg{C\), there are T\ in Alg(C\) n C\, T2 in Alg(Coo) 
(C Alg{C\)) such thatT = T1+T2. In particular, whenEnnTEnn = 0, T = Ti S Alg(Coo)-
Proof. Suppose T € Alg{C\) and let 
Tl=J2EinTEni' T2 = T-T1. (2.3) 
i=l 
It is easy to check that E^T^f) = 0 when i ^ j , by Lemma 2.1.2, 7\ € -4/g(A). 
Moreover, for all /, k, 
4 ^ = 4 ) ±E$>TE® = £ « T £ « = T^g). 
This implies that Ti e £ i (= TV/). 
Clearly T2 € .AZp(£i). Thus T2Pife = PikT2Pik, for k = 1,... ,n. We need to show 
that T2Pjk = PjkTiPjk-, f°r j > 2 and /c = 1 , . . . , n. By the definition of Pjk, we know that 
I - Pjk < J^ nn for j > 2. Now, from T2 € .4/#(£i), we have 
l</<fe<n 
This implies that 0 = (I - Pjk)T2 = {I - Pjk)T2Pjk- Thus we have T2 6 AlgiC^). D 
Lemma 2.1 A. For any m > 1, ifT 6 Alg(Cm) and (I — Pm>n_i)T = 0, thenT € AlgiCoo). 
When TO = 1, the proof is given above. For a general TO, the argument is similar. 
We omit its details here. From the construction of PTOfe's, we know that the differences 
between elements in Alg(Cm) and those in Alg{Cm+\) only occur within / — Pm,n-\ (= 
i?nn ® • • • ® K > Thus we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1.5. IfTe Alg{Cm), then T S *4^(£ m + i ) if and only if, for j = 1 , . . . , n, the 
projections (I-Pm,n-i)Pm+i,j(I ~ Pm,n— 1) a r e invariant under (I Pm,n—\ 
Proof. Since T is in «4i#(£m), we have T 6 ,4/#(£m+1) if and only if (I — Pm+ij)TPm+ij = 
0, for j = 1, . . . , n. By the definition, we know Pm+i,j = Pm,n-i + {I - Pm,n-i)Qj, where 
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Qi = E l i Et+1) for j = 1, •. •, n - 1, Qn = I £ » t = 1 £<T+ 1 ) . Thus 
0 = (/ - Pm+ij)TPm+ij 
= (I - P m , n - l ) ( / - Q i J T l i V n - x + ( / - P m , „ - l ) Q j ] 
= (J - Qj){I - Pm,n-l)T(I - Pm,„-l)Qj. 
This implies that (/ — Pm,n-i)Pm+i,j(I — Pm,n-\) are invariant under (/ — PTOin_i)T(7 — 
-Pm.n-l)- HI 
Inductively, we can easily prove the following lemma which generalizes Lemma 2.1.3. 
Lemma 2.1.6. If T € -4i5(£m), then there are Ty,... ,Tm+i in Alg(Cm) such that T = 
Ti H h T m + 1 ; w/iere 7* G A/J_i n >Uff(£oo), (J - P ,n- i )7i = 0 for i = 1 , . . . , m (here we 
letTVo = CI), and Tm+1 e A ^ n Alg{Cm). 
Proof. The case when m = 1 is proved in Lemma 2.1.3. For the case when m = k + 1, we 
assume that the statement is hold for m— 1 , . . . , k. 
If T e Alg(Ck+i), because Ck C £fc+i, we have Alg(Ck+i) C Alg{Ck). Thus by our 
assumption, T = Y^Zl Ti, where Tk+\ € N'k (~l A^(£fc+i). By Lemma 2.1.5, it is not hard 
to show that Tk+1 = f j^i + Tfc+2, where f ^ GJV^n ^ ( £ o o ) r f c + 2 € 7V£+1 n Alg{Ck+l). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. D 
For any T € Alg(£m), by Lemma 2.1.6, T = (£™ j T;) + T™+i- Moreover, since 
Ti e Alg(Coo) (i = 1, ..., TI), we have X ^ i ^ i is i n •AlgiCao)- So we get the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 2.1.2. If T e Alg(Cm), there exist T\, T2 such that T = T\ + Ti, and T\ € 
ATmT2 e MgiC*,). 
The following lemma is the key to prove the maximality of Alg(Coo)-
Lemma 2.1.7. Suppose T is an element in B(H) and 21 is the algebra generated by T and 
Alg{Coo). If%nW = Alg(£oc)nAlg(£00)* = ll', then T € Algid). 
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Proof. Suppose T € A is given. Prom the comments preceding Lemma 2.1.3 and Lemma 
2.1.4, by taking a difference from an element in Alg(Ci), we may assume that, with respect 
to matrix units E\y in Mi, T is lower triangular, i.e., E^'TE^ = 0 for i < j . 
Now we want to show that T is diagonal. If the strictly lower triangular entries of 
T are not all zero, then let io be the largest integer such that E\J^TE^) ^ 0 for some 
j < IQ. Among all such j , let jo be the largest. Then we have that E$TE$ = 0 if 
i > j and i > i0; or i = I'Q > j > jo- It is easy to check (from Lemma 2.1.3, 2.1.4 ) that 
Then 
/ •> kk V j o . « o - l Jo»o ; 
*0>*:>io 
Let 
Then Ti = T2 + T3. From Lemma 2.1.3 again, T3 e ^5(£<»). This implies that T2 € 21. 
Let E\a[aT'EJJQ = HV be the polar decomposition (in B(H)), where H is positive 
and V a partial isometry. From our assumption that E\lXTEfX ^ ° > w e have H ^  °> 
Sp) F = i / 4 V = H and £ p ] V = VE\1} = V. Then T2 = HVE^\ , - flV. Define 
T4 = X-Mo^*Wo-l + E^l,XESo> 
T5 = £ W , . HE™. , - £ W , . HEV . 
It is easy to check, from Lemma 2.1.3, that Tn,T§ e Mg(Coo)- Let 
T6 = T2T4 + T5 = (HVE^ - HVH-EW^V'EV^ + E^V*E^) 
, R(1) / T F ( 1 ) _ R ( 1 ) HEW 
' io—l,»o io,io—1 *o—li»o *o*o 
= - ^ L : + # + 4 - i A f f B 2 i , - i - E^oH-
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Clearly T6 6 21 and T6* = T6. But T6 is not upper triangular. Thus T6 £ .<% (£«,)• 
This implies that 21 n 21* ^ .A/g^oo) n »4i<7(£oo)*- This contradiction shows that T must 
be diagonal. Thus we have that T = £ " = 1 E$TE$. Now we show that E[^TE[^ = 
E^TE^ forj = l , . . . , n . 
Assume that there is an i such that E^TE^ ^ E ^ T E ^ . Define 
T7 = {E$ - 1$>)T = E#TE# - E$TE$K 
Because E$ - E^ is in Alg(Coo), we see that T7 € 21. Again write T8 = - E ^ T S J ^ + 
E^TE^p. One checks (by Lemma 2.1.3) that T8 € ^ ( £ 0 0 ) - Then 
0^T7+Ts = E$TE$ - E^TE^ e 21. 
Set Tj + T8 = V'H', the polar decomposition with V a partial isometry. One easily checks 
that V* - V'*E$} e Alg{Cx). Then 
(V"* - V'*E$){TT + Ta) = H' e 21. 
Since H' is selfadjoint, W € 2i n 21*. But E ^ f f ' ^ ^ 0 (with E$H'E$ = ••• = 
E^H'E^l = 0). Thus tf' £ A/JQ ^ ( A * , ) n ^ ( A x , ) * ) . This implies that 21 n 21* ^ 
Alg{Coo) n AlgiCoo)*. This contradiction shows that E ^ T E ^ = • • • = E ^ T - E ^ . There-
fore T e £'j C Alg(Ci). O 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.1.1. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1.1. Without the loss of generality, we may assume that 21 
is generated by T and Alg(£oo)- From the above lemma, we have that T € Alg(C\). 
Suppose T € Alg(Cm) but T £ Alg(Cm+i)- From Lemma 3.6, we write T = S + T" 
such that S e Alg{£oo) and T' € A/j^  n ^Ug(£TO). When we restrict all operators to the 
commutant of A/m and working with matrix units E;™+ ' , similar computation as in the 
proof of Lemma 2.1.7 will show that T' € Alg{Cm+i)- This contradiction shows that 
T e n%=1Alg(Cm) = Alg(Coo)- • 
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In the above theorem, we did not assume the closedness of 21 under any topology. 
Thus Alg(£-oo) has an algebraic maximality property. Next section, we will show that 
£at(Alg(Coo)) is the strong-operator closure of Coo-
2.2 Kadison-Singer lattices £at(Alg(£oo)) 
It is hard to determine whether a given lattice is a Kadison-Singer lattice. The only known 
class is the family of nests [34]. Some finite distributive lattices (see [30] and [20]) are 
Kadison-Singer lattices if they have a minimal generating property (We will give more 
examples in next chapter). In this section, we will show that the strong-operator closure of 
Coo defined in Section 2.1 is a Kadison-Singer lattice. From now, we will denote p by r , if p 
is a trace state on 2l„. Let 1Z be the hyperfinite factor generated by C^ (or 2l„), then the 
commutant "R! of 7?. is the diagonal subalgebra of Alg(Coo). Moreover, the state p can be 
extended to be a state on 7£, still denote by p (when p is a trace, re-denote as T) . 
Next theorem is the main result of this section. 
Theo rem 2.2.1. Let D-n> be the strong-operator closure of Coo, T~L the Hilbert space obtained 
by GNS construction on (2ln,p). Then we have that £<n) = Cat(Mg{Coo))-
To understand the lattice structure of C^n\ we first analyze the lattice properties of Cm. 
From the definition of Py , j = 1 , . . . ,n, the generators of C\, we know that C\ consists of 
a nest { 0 , P n , . . . ,P i > n _i , /} in M\ (= M„(C)) on the diagonal and a minimal projection 
P\n. It is easy to see that P\n A Py = 0 for 1 < j < n — 1, and their unions give rise to 
another nest {0, P l n , P i n V P n , . . . , P i n V Pi i n_i = / } in M\. The lattice Cx is the union 
of these two nests. For any 1 < k < n — 1, there are two distinct projections in C\ such 
that they have the same trace £.With respect to matrix units, JSJ-', i, j = 1, ..., n, in 
J\fi{= M„(C)), we can write the projections in C\ as following matrices. For 0 < k < n — 1 
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(Let Pln V P 1 0 = Pin), 
P l n V P l f c = 
( I \ 
l ) 
n—k 
\ n—k n—k / 
n—k 
The Hasse graph of L\ is 
•Pin-2 • -Pln-l 
•Pm * Pm V Pn > Pm v P12 • -» Pin V P i n _ 2 
Easy matrix computation will give the projections in C%. The pattern of double nests 
appears in £2 between any two trace values £ and ^^, 0 < k <n — l. To describe all these 
projections, we need more notation. For k = 1,2,..., define 
4k) = EEl? < = i -(<=) 
(=1 
if}=7 E *e <=!.-.»• 
n>(,»n>n—i 
Since £?]•• and i?j,., are tensorial relations for k ^ k', we have E\ ' and F^ ' are projections 
in A/fe_j n A4 (M) = CJ ) . Also E^F^ = 0 when j <n-i. If for />, we assume that 
n(*0 <*h p ( £ t w ) = * i (*» = !); p ( * T ) = i/i, 
and let c = max{y\,... ,yn} (since p is faithful, we have 0 < c < 1). Notice for trace r , 
T(Jif) = i |T(2f>) = l. 
With the above notation, we can state our result about the structure of Cat(Alg{Coo)) 
as the following lemma. 
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Lemma 2.2.1. Suppose P € £at(Alg(£oo)) and P =£0,1. Then P = E\l) + F^Q, for 
some i € {0,1, . . . , n — I}, Q € N[, and also Q € Lat(Af[ fl Alg(Coo))- When P is given in 
this form, P € Cat(Alg(£oo)). 
Proof. First we show that if P = E\' + F„_f Q with Q described in the lemma, then 
P e Cat(Alg(j0.oo)). 
For any T € AlgiC^), by Lemma 2.1.3, there is Tx e AlgiC^), (7 - Pi,„_i)Ti = 0 
T2 g W] fl Alg(£oo) such that T = Ti + T2. Since Fp > = PH € £1 C £«„ we have 
(I - F p ^ F p ) = 0, for j e {1,2}. One can check directly that F^I - E[1]) = F^\ = 
(7 - Ep^F^V Thus F^\TE\1) = 0. Since Q commutes with M , we have 
(7 - P)TP = (/ - Ejl) - P^ i Q)T(4 1 ) + F^Q) 
= (7 - Fp^TF^Q - F^QTEP - F^QTF^Q 
= (7 - E^TF^Q - QF^I - E^TFJPiQ. 
The above equations hold when T is replaced by 7\ or T2. From our assumptions that 
Q € Cat(Af{ fl ^ ( £ 0 0 ) ) , Fp \ FJPi e M and T2 e 7V{ n ^ ( £ 0 0 ) , we have 
(/ - P)T2P = ((7 - F f ^ P ^ - Q i ^ J - F«))T2Q = F^(I - Q)T2Q = 0. 
Next we show that (7 - F p ^ T i ^ - ; = 0, which implies that (7 - P)TXP = 0. Note that 
i n - W - E ^ F ^ ^ E ^ m ± EQ)= ± ±E^TlE^. 
j=i+l l,m=i+l j,m=i+l l=j 
By Lemma 2.1.3 and (/ - PpJjTi = E^Ti = 0, we have TA=J EfjTiE<i2 = °- S o 
(„ _ i)(l _ E^^TiF^i = 0. Thus (7 - P)TP = 0 which implies that P e Cat{Alg(Coo))-
Now for any P e £at4Zg(£oo)), P £0,1, let io, 1 < io < n, be the smallest integer such 
that F ^ P F W £ E&. Then F«PFp> = F « for 1 < i < z0 - 1 and P = F « x + Plt 
where Pi is a projection and E> 'Pi = 0 for i < io - 1. First we assume that io < n— 1. For 
any A € B(W) and H > i0 + 1, define Ah = £££>l(£JJi - £$ , ) • Then Ail e -4/<7(£oo). 
Since P € £a£(.4i£(£00)), we have 
0 = (7 - 4 1 ! , - P I ^ F J - I + P0 = (7 - A ) F « A(F« - F ^ J P L 
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From E} (I - P i ) £ ; / ^ 0, the above equation implies that E> Px = E) Pu for all 
'0 '0 ' *0 *0 *0 *0 *0 * 1 
h > *o- So, multiplying by PiElJQ = P i ^L , (the adjoint of the above equation) on the 
right hand side, we have E^PiE^ = E^PiE^ for all iuj > «o- This implies that 
Pi = F^2i0+iQ, where Q is a projection in Af{. If io = n, then Pi can be written as P{ 'Q 
for Q e M[. From P € £ai(.4Z5(£oo)), it is easy to see that Q e Cat{M[ n ^Uff(£oo)). 
D 
Lemma 2.2.2. Suppose P € Cat(Alg{£oo)). Then there exist Q e Af^nCatiAf^nAlgiC^)) 
and integers a,k such that 
P = J#> + 1*X*® + ••• + (]! ^ ) ^ i ? + (f[ *£jQ. (2 )^ 
where 0 < a.j < n — 1. If Q = 0 or I, then P € £oo. Lei £o = 0, we have 
fe-i fe 
p{P) = xai + yn-aixa2 H h (JJ 
=i 
Specially, if p is a trace (denote by T), then 
k k k 
E ai V~"^  ai t 
_i=l i= l 
c [o, i]. o-i , T(<9) 
The above lemma follows easily from induction. The details are similar to the proof of 
Lemma 2.2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1.1. Recall that the Hilbert space H is obtained by GNS construc-
tion on (2ln, p). We denote the unit vector in H corresponding to / by £. Thus for any 
A € 2ln, p{A) = (T£, £). It is routine to check that £ is a cyclic, separating vector of TZ (the 
SOT-closure of 2l„). 
In order to prove the strong-operator closure of C^ is Cat(Alg(C00)), we need to show 
that for any P € Cat(Alg(Cco)) and e > 0, there is a projection P£ in Cx such that ||(P£ -
k 
P)£|| <e. If P ^ £oo, let k € N be the number such that ci < e (c — max{y\,..., yn}), by 
Lemma 2.2.2 we have 
p=E$+F^Eif+• • •+(ft1 ^ a i)s«+(ft *&*)Q-
» = I »=i 
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Clearly, if let 
ft = Ei? + Fil}aiE$ + • • • + (11 F®JEgj> e £00, 
»=i 
we have 




the last equation hold because p is product state, this implies that ||(Pe — P)£|| <£• D 
If p is a trace state, we will able to describe the trace value of the projections in 
£a£(.4ig(£00)) completely. 
Theo rem 2.2.2. If p(denote byr) is a trace state. Let D-n' be the strong-operator closure 
of Coo, T~C the Hilbert space obtained by GNS construction on (21„ ,T) . Then we have that 
£(") = CatiAlgiLoo)). For any r € (0,1), if there are a, I S N such that r = - ^ then there 
are two distinct projections in 0-n> with trace value r; otherwise there is only one projection 
in C^n> with trace r. 
Proof. We only need to prove the statement about trace value. For P € C^n\ if T(P) = 
YA=I ^> where 0 < ai < n — 1 and a^ ^ 0. By lemma 2.2.2 , there are only two cases, 
either 
P = lt(n.Fn)-JE$> ( l e t f l F « a i = / ) or 
j=l i=l i=l 
p=Ion F^E$+<n F^E«II+(S ^ajeifc+1 
j=l i=\ 8=1 i—l 
Note that the above two projections correspond to the case when Q = 0 for the decompo-
sition T{P) = E t i £» o r respectively Q = I for T{P) = Ylti % + ^ + £ in Lemma 
2.2.2. Thus for any r = -^ for some integer I > 0 and any integer a such that 0 < a < nl, 
there are exactly two projections in £at(^4./g(£oo)) with trace r. 
When r 6 (0,1) and r ^ -^ for any positive integer I and any integer a with 0 < a < nl, 
we shall show that there is a unique P in Cat(Alg(Cao)) with trace r. For the given r, there 
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is a unique expansion r = Y^k=i ^> w n e r e afc is a n integer with 0 < Ofc < n — 1, there are 
infinitely many non zero Ofc's and infinitely many a,k ^ n — 1. (This is because repeating 
n - 1 as coefficients from certain place on will result r being •3j, e.g., 0.09999 • • • = 0.1 when 
n = 10.) In fact, Lemma 2.2.2 gives the existence and uniqueness of such a projection: 
P = £ ( 1 ) + F ( 1 ) E&+F{1) P ( 2 ) £(3> + . . . 
It is not hard to see that P is the strong-operator limit of finite sums. The finite sums 
fc i - i 
Q ^ D I I ^ - a i ^ e ^ o o , * = 1 , 2 , . . . , 
j=l i=l 
Qi < Q2 < • • • < Qk < • • • < P and limfe^oor{Qk) =r = T(P). • 
For the rest of this section, we will show that for n ^ k, £(n) and C^ are not alge-
braically isomorphic as lattices. Thus we give infinitely many non isomorphic Kadison-
Singer lattices. 
T h e o r e m 2.2.3. For n^h, L^> and C^ are not algebraically isomorphic as lattices. 
To prove this theorem, we need several lemmas. First we give some more notations. 
Definition 2.2.1 . For any subsets o/£("), let 
Z(S) = {Pe £ ( n ) : P A Q = 0, for all Q 6 S}. 
Lemma 2.2.3. A projection P is a minimum in D-n> if and only if P = ( n i i i Pn)E[m '{m = 
0,1, . . . ) . Whenm = 0, P = E[X) . 
The lemma is easy to check by Lemma 2.2.2, we omit the proof here. 




+ (II ^ laM-allQ € ^ II F-a. = 0' * < <»• 
i=l » = 1 
i/ien P e 2 ( ( n ^ i P . l i ) )^ m + 1 ) ) »/ a ^ only if am+1 = 0. 
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Proof. For am+i > 0, let 
m— 1 m 
Pi=E®+F^Eif+. . .+(n ^ j ^ + ( n ^ - j j f c 1 ^ p ) > 
»=i »=i 
we will show that (UZi F^)E[m+1) < Px, which implies om + i = 0 . If m = 0, Px = EJ^, 
it is obvious that £^ ' < Ear . From now on, assume m > 0. We have 
m m—2 m 
Pidi^) )^ 1 ) )=[£#>+F« 0 1 ^)+. . .+(n ^ J ^ I ^ K I I ^ 0 ) ^ 1 5 ) 
i = l z= l i—1 
m—1 m m 
+ [(n rtlM^+(liFnlMztP}(UF^E<r+1)y 
i=\ i= l i=\ 
Note [£&> + P i - L ] ^ = Ft\ thus 
m—1 
Kn^)^)+(ni&)fit:.i>Kii^0^im+1)) 
i=l i=l i=\ 
m—1 m—1 
=(n Fn]~ai)i n ^ w + ^ - L i ^ m ) ^ ( m + i ) 
i = l *=1 
m— 1 m— 1 
= (IIFnl i)(II^ ))Fim)i?l ( ro+1)' 
» = 1 « = 1 
this shows that 
m—2 m—1 Pidi^)^1))=[£#>+pii^^)+...+(n ^ i j ^ r ^ + ( n Fniy 




Similar computation shows Pi (n™i P ^ ) E r + 1 ) ) = (UZi P« ))E1( ro+1) , which implies 
(UZiFP)Eim+1)<Pi. 
Conversely, if am+i = 0, 
m—1 m 
P = £<}> + F « B 1 ^ + - + ( I I ^ a . ) ^ + (II F^aMm+1)Q-
» = 1 » = 1 
LetC6P(H)A(n^ 1 Pi i ) )^ m + 1 ) (W) ,andE = ( 7 - E « 1 ) ( / - 4 2 J 1 ) - - - ( / - 4 ! ! r ) ) - We 
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have E£ = E(UZi F^)E^m+1)C = 0. But 
m m 
o=PEPH=(n^a, )^ m + i ) s (n i ? «-a i )^ m + i ) ^ 
i = l »=1 
ra 
1 m - m 
*=i »=i 
This shows that e € (UT=i F^)E[m+1\H) A Pi (ft), here Px = P - (E[^i i ^ J ^ V 
Let E=(I- #£>!)(/ - ^ J . - . ( / - £<£>). Then ££ = E P ^ = 0 and 
"<• / / t lit 
0 = (II F«)^+1)£(IlFW)^m+1^ = ( Ip® (J - E«)F«)ii;(™+i)e 
i= l i= l i= l 
1 m 1 
i=l 
This shows that £ = 0, thus P A (f]™
 x FJC])E[m+1) = 0. D 
Lemma 2.2.5. For any minimum projection ([liLi F£')E\m+1'(m = 0,1,...) in C^n\ we 
have 
m m 
Z(Z({(Y[FU)E<r+V})) = { ( n ^ ) ^ + 1 ) l * = 0 ,1 , . . . n - 1}. 
*=i »=i 




= {*#> + ^ V i ? + - + ( I I F^JEt] + (II 41,)^ro+1)Q : 
t = l *=1 
0 < a ; < n - l , Q e A^+i n Lat{M'm+l n .4^(£(n>))}. 
Suppose 
771— 1 771 
s=<+^\Af+•••+( n ^ o * + ( i i *&>)*£? 
m m 
+ (UF^OFiXlQ e Z(Z({(l[FP)E[m+V})), «=i «=i 
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because E$> + F^E™ + ••• + ([%? F^)E™ € ^{ ( IELx F^E^}), we have 
E = (nr=i ^ ) ) [ ^ : + + 1 1 ) + FttlQl Also E$£? + F££lQ = E ^ V i ^ + 1 ) Q and 
(II™ i F^)Ft+l)Q < E implies that Q = 0, E = (UZi F P ) E ^ \ O < bm+1 < n - 1). 
Now it is not hard to show the result as in the proof of Lemma 2.2.4. • 
Proof of Theo rem 2.2.3 . By Lemma 2.2.5, for any minimum projection P in C^n\ we 
have #Z{Z{P)) = n, this is an invariant of £(n). Thus we have the theorem. • 
2.3 The commutan t of Alg{&n)) 
In this section, we shall prove as a subalgebra of B(H), where H is the Hilbert space obtained 
by GNS construction on (2l„, p), the center of Alg{C^) is the commutant of itself. In order 
to state our result, we introduce the following notation. 
Let 
Lemma 2.3.1. A operator A(e B{H)) is in AlgiC^)1 if and only if A = a0I + AiT^, 
here a0 € C, Ax € M[ D {N[ n Mg{C^))'. 
Proof. First note for any B e B(H), 0 < I < n, k> I, E^B(EJP - E$) € Alg(C^). If 
A€Mg{C^)', we have 
4^(41 } - ^)\£^A^\ = ±EVB(EM - E$)AE$> 
= ±E^AE^BE^-±E^AE^BE^ = ^ E^AE^\E^B{Bf - E^)-
i=\ i=l i,j 
By the above equation, it is not hard to see that when i ^ I, E^'AE^ BEfr' = 0, which 
implies E^'AEfP = 0 . If / = 1, multiply E\y on both side of the above equation, we have 
E$BE$E$AE$ = E^AE^BE^, so there must exists a0 e C such that E$AE$ = 
a0E\\'. For k < n, multiplying the above equation by E[y on left and E^ on right, we 
have 
-E$BE$AE% = -E&AE&BE® = -a^BE^ 
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p(!) A nW which implies E$AE$ = a0E^, (k < n). ( i ) 
( i ) . ( i ) Similarly for I = 1 and k < n, Multiplying the equation by E^' on left and J%n o n 
right, we have E$BE${E$ - E$)AE£{ = 0, thus E$AEl& = E^AE^. Also since 
for k = n, 
EUB4?{E®-E$)AEV = -E&AE&BES = -aoE\?BEg>, 
we have E$AE^ = E^AE^t - OQE^. This implies there exists Ax e J\f[, such that 
A = a0I + AiTW. Next we need to show that Ar € {Af{ n Alg(C^))'. Without lose of 
generality, we may assume that ao = 0, i.e. A = A\T^. 
First it is not hard to check that for any B e Alg(C^) such that E\^BE^ = 0, we 
have AB = BA. Indeed, 
n 
AB = A1Y/E£(I-EU)B = O, 
J W T P C ) 
i = l 
W T E W - . . . - , also note £ ? = 1 E[[>TE^ = E " = 2 E)»TE$ = • • • = 0, 
^ = (E4)K))(E4!l)Mi 
»<i fe=i 
= DE4 l , i<)=o. 
i= l j= i 
By Lemma 2.2.1, any operator in Alg{C^) can be written as the sum of B\, Bi, where 
E^lBxE^l = 0, B2 € M[ n ^ /g (£W). So A = A ^ 1 ) is in .4/<?(£(n))', if and only if 
Ai e M[ n (A/J n ^/ f f(£(n))) ' D 
Remark 2.3.1 . / / we write A € Alg{D-n>)' as operator matrix with respect to the matrix 







ao + A\ 
\ 
And it is easy to see that Alg{C^)' C Alg(Ci) 
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Inductively, we can easily prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3.1. A(g B(H)) is in Alg(C^)', if and only if for any k > 0, there exist 
{ai}f=0 C C, and Ak+l € M'k+l f~l (Af'k+1 D Alg(C^))', such that 
fc+i 
A = a0i + a i r « + • • • + ak J J r » + (JJ rW)yifc+i. 
i = l t = l 
Specially, A € «4i</(£fc). 
Since for any /c > 0, Alg(jC^)' C ,A/g(£fc), we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.3.1. The commutant of Alg(C^) is its center. 
Generally speaking, for non selfadjoint algebra 21, 21" ^ 21. We claim that for n > 3, 
Alg(C^)" j£ Alg{d^>). Here we only show this fact for n — 3; for n > 3, the proof is 
similar. We need to find a T e Alg(C^)" \ Alg(C^). Let 
/ 1 - 1 0 \ 
V 
1 - 1 0 
0 0 0 
(with respect to the matrix units in A/i). 
We will check that T € Alg(C^)" \ Alg(C^). By Lemma 2.3.1 and the remark after it, 
the following equation 
/ i _ i n \ / „- n A. \ I ~- ~- n \ 1 0 
1 - 1 0 
\o o oy 
a0 0 A\ 
0 a0 A\ 
y 0 0 a0 + Ai J 
( \ 
a\ —a\ 0 
a\ —a\ 0 
\ o o o y 
a0 0 >li 
0 a0 Ai 
\ 0 0 a0 + Ai J 
implies that T € Alg(C^)", but obviously T is not upper-triangular, so T is not in 
Alg(L^). 
Although for n > 3, >%(£("))" ^ Alg(C^), when n = 2, we have Alg{£^)" = 
Alg(C^). For the rest of this section, we will prove this fact. 
/ 1 - 1 0 \ 
1 - 1 0 
v o o o y 
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Lemma 2.3.2. For any k € N, T^ is nilpotent. 
Proof. 
{T^? = ±E^E^ = T^. 
• 
Lemma 2.3.3. Suppose T € B(H) is nilpotent and denote the range projection of Ran(T), 
Ran(I — T) by P\, P2 . Then A S 13(H) commute with T if and only if (I — Pi)BPi = 0(i = 
1,2), i.e. AeAlg(P1,P2). 
Proof. First by AT = TA = TAT, we have (I - T)AT = 0 and TA(I - T) = 0, which 
implies A e Alg{P\,P2). Conversely, note PYT = T, TP2 = 0. If (I - P2)AP2 = 0, we have 
0=T(J - P2)AP2{I -T)= TA{I- T). Similarly, (/ - T)AT = 0, i.e. TA = AT. D 
Note [ ] L i r W ( e Alg(C^)') [k = 1,2...) are nilpotents. Next we will give the range 
projections of these nilpotents. 
Lemma 2.3.4. The range projections of \\i=l T® and I — \\i=1 TW are 
k k 
P1 = Ran(Y[T^)=l[F^, 
P2 = Ran(I ~ f[rW) = £& + F^E^\ + • • • + (jf F^E^. 
»=i »=i 
Proof. Since ri;=i ^ ^ a n d ^ — lli=i ^ ^ a r e nilpotents, we only need to check 
JjTW = Pi(fjTW), Px = (JJTW)PI and 
J - f[T« = P2(/ - f[rW), P2 = (J - nT«)P2. 
The first two equation is easy, here we only prove the last two. 
First note / - r j J U r W = W ~ Ilti T W) i f and only if I - P2 = (/ - P2) f lL i T « . 
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By 
I-P2 = I- E^ - F^E^ - ••• - ( g FW)J& 
«=I 
=F^ _
 F(D£JO1 -... -
 ( n *?>)*& (/ - e \ = * f >=E®) 
we have 
-'nni 
» = 1 
(/_P2)J|rW = (J]£;«)rj(^£g) = nE« = (/-P2) 
i= l i= l i=l j = l i=\ 
The last equation hold if and only if n L i T^P2 = 0. By the fact 
r<^1 = (f;^)(i;40)=o, 
j = i (=1 
it is easy to check TjLi r W p 2 = 0. D 
Recall that for n = 2, £<» is generated by 
Pml = Pm-1,1 + (/ — Pm-\,\)En , 
Pm2 = Pm-1,1 + (I- Pm-l,l) I \ E Eif J , 
m = 1, 2 . . . . and Pn = E$, Pn = \ Es,t=i *$ • S o w e h a v e 
7 7 1 — 1 
pm l=EW+E®E®+.. .+(n ^ ) # . 
i = l 
m—2 m—1
 1 2 
pm2=£#>+£g>E<?+...+(n ^ r ^ + ( n ^ E 4m)). 
i=l i= l s,t=l 
Theorem 2.3.2. ,AZ(?(£(2))" = ./U(?(£(2)). 
Proof. We will show the range projections of Yli=i T^ and I - Yii=i T^ generate C^. 
By Lemma 2.3.4, when n = 2, 
i= l i=l *=1 s,t=l 
iM/ - n r W ) = ^ + ^ ^ + • • •+(H fiS^i?. 
*=i t = i 
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By definition Ran(I - f ]L i T W ) = pki(k = 1 . 2 • • •). Pan(TW) = P i 2 . Next we show that 
for fc= 1,2..., 
fc+1 k fc+1 2 
flan(n TW) V Ran(I -f[T^) = f [ ( \ t l E*) V P M 
i= l i=l i= l s,t=l 
=E&+*4M>+. •.+(n E$)E&+(n 4})(^ z *#+i))=^f il3. 
j = l « = 1 S,t = l 
Since / - Pfc+1>2 = ( n t i EmW ~ 1 £2,t=i #if+1))> J t i s n o t h a r d t o c h e c k 
fc+i 
(J - Pk+1>2)Ran(l[ T « ) = 0, (/ - Pfc+1,2)Pfc,i = 0. 
The above implies Ran(U^l T^)VRan{I-\[ki=l T « ) < Pfc+1,2. To prove Ran{Y[i=i r W ) v 
Ran(I-Y\i=1 T « ) > Pfe+1>2) we only need to show for any £ G (ElLi E<£){\ Y?s,t=i £# + 1 ) )W, 
C = 6 + 6 , where fi € P M W, & € n?=i(2 £*.t=i E®)H. In fact, let 
fc+l
 1 2 fc 2 1 2 
&=2fc n ^ E 4°)€=IIK E E$)E$)(\ Y: 4fc+i))? 
i= l s,£=l i=l s7t—l s,t=l 
i= l s,t=l 
It is clear that £i € Pk,\H-
First note .4^(£(2>) C ,<%(£(2))". Nows suppose A S Alg{C^)", by Theorem 2.3.1 
we have A(n£=i T ^ ) = ( f lLi TW)A(/c = 1,2...), then Lemma 2.3.3 and the above result 
implies A € Alg{Coo), i.e. Alg{C^)" C .4^(£(2)). This complete the proof • 
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Chapter 3 
Reflexive lattices generated by 
three projections and the 
corresponding Kadison-Singer 
algebra 
In this chapter we will prove that the reflexive lattice generated by a double triangle (a 
special lattice with only three nontrivial projections) in finite von Neumann algebra is, in 
general, isomorphic to the two-dimensional sphere S2 (plus two distinct points correspond-
ing to 0 and / ) , and the corresponding reflexive algebra is a Kadison-Singer algebra. In 
particular, we show that the algebra leave three free projections invariant is a Kadison-
Singer algebra. This shows that many factors are (minimally) generated by a reflexive 
lattice of projections which is topologically homeomorphic to S2. 
First we recall some basic facts about reflexive lattices generated by two projections. 
3.1 Reflexive lattices generated by two projections 
In [29] P.R.Halmos studied the reflexive lattices generated by two projections. Here we list 
some results without proof. 
Definition 3.1.1. Suppose P and Q are two projections in B{H). We say these two pro-
jections are in "generalposition" if PAQ = 0, PVQ = I, {I- P) AQ and {I-P)VQ = I. 
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Remark 3.1.1. If Hi, H2 are the ranges of P, Q. Then P, Q are in general position if 
and only if HxnH2 = {0}, Hi C\H2 = {0}, Hi 0 7 # = {0}, Hi D H% = {0}. 
Lemma 3.1.1. Suppose two projections P and Q are in general position, let M. = {P, Q}" 
be the von Neumann algebra generated by P, Q. Then PAiP is an abelian von Neumann 
algebra generated by PQP. 
Lemma 3.1.2. With the notation in the above lemma, we have in M, there is a system of 
2 x 2 matrix units {Etj}?J. with P = En, and M = PMP <g> M2(C), P ~ Q. 
Remark 3.1.2. By the above lemma, M is spatially isomorphic to 21 <g> M2(C) for some 
abelian von Neumann algebra 21 generated by a positive operator H (0 < H < I). Also with 
respect to the canonical matrix units in M2(C), we can write P, Q as 
\0 0 J y y/H(I - H) I-H J 
Since P, Q are in general position, we have Ker(H) = {0}, Ker(I — H) = {0}. In fact, if 
two projections P, Q have the matrix form described above, then they are in general position 
if and only if Ker(H) = {0}, Ker(I - H) = {0}. 
Generally, if P and Q are two projections onto closed subspaces Hi and H2 of the Hilbert 
space H. We could decompose H as Hi n H2 0 Hi n H% ® H^ n H2 © Hi n H% 0 H. It is 
easy to see that this decomposition is invariant under P and Q. Moreover on H, P and Q 
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are in general position. Thus we may write P, Q as 
' ' J 0 0 0 » * 
0 / 0 0 
0 0 0 0 




' ' I 0 0 0 ^ 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 / 0 
0 0 0 0 
/ 
0 
H y/H(I - H) 
y ^ y/H(I - H) I-H 
By the discussion above, we have the following fact. 
Lemma 3.1.3. For any projections P, Q in B(H), P V Q — P ~ Q — P A Q in the von 
Neumann algebra generated by P and Q. Specially, if P, Q are in some von Neumann 
algebra M., and r is a trace state on M, we have 
T(P V Q) = T ( P ) + T(Q) - T(P A Q). 
In [30] Halmos proved that lattices generated by two projections are always reflexive. 
For the rest of this section, we will provide another proof of this fact for the lattice generated 
by two projections which are in general position. And the method used here will be applied 
to study reflexive lattices generated by three projections in the next section. 
By remark 3.1.2, we may assume that P, Q are in M2(#(H))(acting onW© H), and 
f
 I o\ I H y/H{I - H) 
P= . Q=\
 t 
^0 0J ^ y/H(I - H) I-H 
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f
 Ti T2 N 
1° T J e M2{B{H)) : y/HT3y/T^H-Lemma 3.1.4. With above notations, Alg(P, Q) = { 
y/T^HTxy/H = y/T^HT2y/T^H}. 
[ Tx T2 \ 
Proof. First note that a operator T = \ in M2(B(H)) has P as its invariant 
T4 T3 J 
y/H y/T^H 
y/T^H -y/H 




\ y/T^H -y/H ) 
y/H y/T^H 
y/T^H -y/H 
we have (I - Q)TQ = 0 if and only if (J - P)UTUP = 0. Which implies that UTU is also 
upper-triangular with respect to P, by 
y/H y/T^H \ ( Ti T2 \ f y/H y/T^H 
y/T^H -y/H ) y 0 T3 J y y/T^H -y/H 
( 
^ y/T=HTly/H + y/T^HT2y/T^H - y/HT^y/T^H * 
we have y/T^HTxy/H + y/T^HT2y/T^H - y/HT3y/T^H = 0. • 
The proof of next corollary is easy computation, we omit the details here. 
Corollary 3.1.1. Suppose P, Q are two projections in general position, we have Cat(Alg(P, Q)) 
{0,P,Q,I}. And Alg(P,Q) is Kadison-Singer algebra. 





H VH(I - H) \ 
are two 
\ y/H{I-H) I-H j 
tible. If the algebra 21 generatec 
and Alg(P, Q) satisfies 21* n 21 = Alg{P, Q)* D Alg{P, Q), then T must be in 





Proof. First note 
Alg(P,QynAlg(P,Q) = {\ A ° | : A € {H}"}. 
0 A 
(3.1) 
By Lemma 3.1.4, we have 
T T1 \ I T 1 — H rrt 
11 J l 2 1 I ~1l2y—jj- ±\2 
Thus 
r 2 = Ti 
T21 T22 
' ' - ^ < 
0 0 
T n + T 1 2 v / ^ 0 
€21. 
/ 121 122 
0 0 
/ 
which implies that T3 
0 
sition of T21 in B(H). We obtain 
Tn + Tn^-jf - (T n + Tvly/I-jj*-)yJ7§n 
T21 -T^JT^H 
0 
is in 21. Let i^if/j be the polar decompo-
V 
T4 = T3 
^V 1 ? - ^ 1 _ { 0 
€21. 
So we have 
T4 + 
/ / - tf u / / - g ll-H u 
0 0 / 
#i v ^ _ i / l 
/ / - / / u ll-H ll-H u 
•y^rHiy^r y-wH^ e 21* n 2i, 
by (3.1), the above is true if and only if H\ = 0. 
From now on, we assume that T21 = 0. Also because 
T
" yT^TTA^ ~ A n V 7=77 
0 
Mg(P, Q), without lose of generality, we may assume that T 





So we only 
T5=T-
^yhf 
\ 0 0 
--L^y^r Ji2 
0 0 
and U2H2 be the polar decomposition of TnJ^jp- in B(H), we have 
u2 -uty^H \ ~ I H2 0 
0 0 
This implies that H2 = 0, thus T = 0. 
€21, 




Remark 3.1.3. Generally, if Ti is infinite dimensional Hilhert space, P and Q are in 
general position does not implies H and I — H are invertible. But we still have ker(H) = 0, 
ker(I — H) = 0, by spectrum theorem, we know that there exist a family of projections 
{Pn}^=i in the Abelian von Neumann algebra {H}", such that Pn < Pm (n < m), Pn 
converge to I with respect to the strong operator topology, and H\pn-n, (I — H)\pnw are 
invertible. Moreover iP" °) 
v 0 Pn f 
is in Alg{P, Q). 
I 0 \ / H JH{I - H) 
Theorem3.1 .1 . InM2(B{H)), suppose P = \ andQ = 
0 0 J y yfH{I - H) I-H 
( I n Tu 
are two projections in general position. If the algebra 21 generated by T = 
\ T21 T22 
and Alg(P, Q) satisfies 21* n 21 = Alg(P, Q)* n Alg(P, Q), we have T e Alg{P, Q). 
Pn 0 
Proof. Let Pn be the projections in remark 3.1.3, denote | | by Pn. Because 
0 Pn 
PnTPn converge to T with respect to SOT, and Alg{P,Q) is SOT-closed. To prove this 
theorem, we only need to show that for any n, PnTPn € Alg(P, Q). 
Because Pn £ Alg{P,Q), we have 21 C Pn2lPn, where 21 is the algebra generated by 
PnTPn and PnAlg(P, Q)Pn. Furthermore, 21* n 21 C P„2LPn n P„2lPn = P„(2i* n 2l)P„ = 
_ (A O\ 
Pn(Alg(P,Q)* n Alg(P,Q))Pn = { : A 6 {H}",PnA = A}. By Lemma 
3.1.4, it is not hard to see that restricted on Pn{Ti. © Ti), PPn, QPn are in general po-
sition, and PnAlg(P,Q)Pn\jrH(BH = •A19(P\p~nn@HQ\p'nn9n-))- Now apply Lemma 3.1.5 to 
PnTPn\p^nen, and P\p^Hmn, Q\p^nen) w m g i v e t h e r e s u l t t n a t w e w a n t - n 
3.2 Reflexive lattices generated by three projections 
As we have seen in last section, lattices generated by two projections are always reflexive. 
But lattices generated by three projections are complicated. Most of factors acting on a 
separable Hilbert space are known to be generated by three projections or a projection and 
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a positive operator ([24]). 
Example 3.2.1. Suppose Ai is a factor acting on 7i and write Ai = M2(./V), where Af is 
a subfactor of Ai. We assume that Af is generated by a projection P and a positive element 
H with 0 < H < I and ker(H) = {0}, ker(I - H) = {0}. Here we view M2(C) as a 
subalgebra of Ai and Af as the relative commutant o/M2(C) in Ai. Let E\x,E\2,E2\ and 




0 0 / 
J 0 
1 H w-m 
\ y/H(I -H) I-H 
,P4 = P2AP3 
0 P 
Note that Pi AP2 = 0, Pi VP2 = /• Then C = {0,1, PUP2, P3 , P4} generated by {Pi, P2, P3} 
is a distributive lattice, its Hasse graph is 
thus by the result in [20], this lattice is reflexive. From our construction, we know that 
Ai is generated by C as a von Neumann algebra. One also easily checks that any proper 
sublattice of C does not generate Ai. Thus £ is a Kadison-Singer lattice and Alg(C) is 
a Kadison-Singer factor. From this construction, we can realize most of the factors as 
diagonals of Kadison-Singer algebras. For example, one may choose Af as a factor of type 
III generated by a projection P of trace ^ and a positive operator H such that P and H 
are free, and H has the same distribution (with respect to the trace on Af) as the function 
cos2 50 on [0,1] (with respect to Lebesgue measure). Let r be the trace on Ai. In this case, 
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T ( P I ) = T(P2) = \, T[PZ) = I and T ( P J ) = | . Then Mg{C) is a Kadis on-Singer factor of 
type Hi • 
It is hard to determine when a lattice is reflexive even for a finite lattice. Finite distribu-
tive lattices are reflexive [20]. But most of the lattice are not distributive. The simplest 
non distributive lattice is a double triangle, which has the following Hasse graph: 
It contains 0, / and three projections Pi, P2 and P3 so that P; V Pj = I and Pj A Pj = 0 
for any i ^ j and i,j = 1,2,3. Any lattice that contains a double triangle sublattice is not 
distributive. Three free projections with trace | in a factor of type Hi (together with 0,1) 
form a double triangle lattice. In the following, we first describe factors generated by free 
projections. For basic theory on freeness and distributions, we refer to [4]. 
Let Gn be the free product of Z2 with itself n times, for n > 2, or = 00. When n > 3, 
Gn is an i.c.c. group so its associated group von Neumann algebra Can is a factor of type 
III acting on l2{Gn) ([35]). If U\,..., Un are canonical generators for Can corresponding to 
the generators of Gn with U? = I. Then ~2 3, j = 1 , . . . , n, are projections of trace | . Let 
Tn be the lattice consisting of these n free projections and 0, / . 
Clearly Tn is a minimal lattice which generates £on as a von Neumann algebra. Is 
AlgiFn), n > 3, a Kadison-Singer algebra? What is Lat(Mg(!Fn))^ When n = 2, we 
have seen in the last section that Ti is reflexive and thus Mg{T-i) is maximal and hence a 
Kadison-Singer algebra. We shall answer the above questions for the case when n = 3 and 
show that AlgiFs) is a KS-algebra and Cat^Algi^)) \ {0, / } is homeomorphic to S2, the 
two-dimensional sphere. 
We shall realize Ca3 as the von Neumann algebra generated by M2(C) and its relative 
commutant M in CQ3 and write projection generators of CG3 in terms of 2 x 2 matrices 
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VH2{I - H2)V ^ 
V*^H2(I-H2) V*(I-H2)V J 
The freeness among Pi,P2, P3 require that Hi,H2 and V be free, Hi and H2 have the same 
distribution as cos2 ^6 on [0,1] with respect to Lebesgue measure and V a Haar unitary 
element. Then the subalgebra M of CQ3 is the von Neumann algebra generated by Hi, H2 
and V. Now T3 = {0, / , Pi,P2, P3}, H = 12{G3). 
When M2{<C) is a subalgebra of CQ3, we may also view B(H) = M2(C) <g> B, where B is 
the commutant of M2{C) in B{H). Thus all operators can be written as 2 x 2 matrices with 
entries from B. In fact, when H — Hi © Hi for some Hilbert space Hi, then B = B(Hi). 
Since Pi € T3, any operator T belonging to Alg(J-3) must be upper triangular. The 
following lemma follows from the invariance of P2 and P3 under T. The computation is 
straight forward (exactly as in the proof of Lemma 3.1.4). 
I Tx T2\ Lemma 3.2.1. With notation given above, £ Alg{J-3), where Ti,T2,T3 € B, 
[on) 
if and only if 
VI - HiT2 VTHfi = y/H~iT3 VI-Hi - VI ~ H1T1 y/H[; 
Vl-H2T2V*^/T^W2 = VH~2VT3V*Vl-H2- Vl-HiTiyfHi. 
Using unbounded operators affiliated with CQ3, one can construct many finite rank 
operators in Alg{T3). Unbounded operators affiliated with a finite von Neumann form an 
algebra [35]. Any finitely many unbounded operators have a common dense domain. 
Let £ and 77 be vectors in the common domain of VH\{I ~ H\)~\ VHi(I ~ H?)'^ 
and the adjoint (VH2(I - H2)~lV)*. We shall use x ®y to denote the rank one operator 
defined by: 
x <g> y: z 1—>< z,x > y, Vz e H, 
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for any z eH with x and y arbitrarily given. Now let 
Tx = £<S> (VHi(I - tfi)-1 - VHi{I - H2)-W)v 
T3 = (WHiil-Hi)-* - y/H2{I-H2)-W)*£) ® r,, 
by Lemma 3.2.1, we can determine T2: 
T2 = y/Hiil-HJ-iTa - Tiy/H^I - Hi)~K 
[ Tx T2\ 
Then T = e Alg{J-?,) is a rank two operator. This shows that Alg{Fz) 
contains many finite rank (and thus compact) operators. In fact, later we will see that 
Alg{Ts) contains "almost" a copy of B{H). 
The following is a technical result that will be used frequently. The result might be well 
known. Here we provide a proof for the sake of completeness. 
Lemma 3.2.2. Suppose U is a Haar unitary element in a factor M. of type Il\ and A is an 
element in (or an unbounded operator affiliated with) M such that A and U are free with 
each other. Then any nonzero scalar A can not be a point spectrum of AU. 
Proof. First note that 0 ^ A 6 C is a point spectrum of AU if and only if 1 is a point 
spectrum of jAU. Since ^^4, U still satisfy the conditions of the lemma, we only need to 
show that 1 is not a point spectrum of AU. If A is an unbounded operator affiliated with 
M, and there exists P eH such that AU fi = f3. We have P = {M''/?} e M, and for any 
£ € PTi, AUt; = £. Since M is a type Hi factor, we could find a projection Q € {^ 4} , such 
that AQ is bounded, and Q A UPU* ^ 0. Since we can find £ e PU such that E/£ € QH, 
we obtain AQU£, = AUti = £. This implies that AQ and U also satisfy the conditions of 
the lemma. So we only need to prove the lemma for the case when ||A|| < oo, A = 1. 
Assume that A is bounded and 1 is a point spectrum of AU. For any |A| = 1, by 
symmetry and freeness of A and AC/, we know that 1 must be a point spectrum for A(XU). 
This implies that A - 1 is a point spectrum of AU. Suppose Pp is the spectral projection 
of AU supported at (3 e C. Then PXl is equivalent to P\2 for any |Ai| = |A2| = 1. Now 
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we claim that if n > 2, Ai, A2,. . . , An are n different complex number with norm 1, then 
P\n A (V?=iP*i) — 0- ^ this claim is true, let r be the faithful normal trace state on M, 
we have T{P\1) = T{P\2), because P \ , ~ P\2. Thus by the equation in Lemma 3.1.3, we 
obtain 
l> r (V? = 1 P A i ) = nr(PA l) , Vn S N, 
it is clear the above inequality is true only if r(P\i) = 0, which implies that 1 is not a point 
spectrum of AU. Next we will prove the claim by induction on n. 
It is clear that for n = 2, the statement is true. Assume that the claim if true for 
n < k e N. Suppose Aj, A 2 , . . . , Afc+1 are k + 1 norm 1 complex numbers, and £ G (P\k+1 A 
(vf=1PAi))W. Then for any e > 0, there are & € PxiW(i = 1,2,... k) such that 
I K - £ i - 6 - . . . - S f c l l < e , 
we have 
||Afc+i£ - Aid - A2£2 - . . . - Afe&H < ||A||e. 
Combining the above two inequalities, we obtain 
||(Afc+i - Afc)£ - (Ax - Afc)£i - (A2 - Afc)6 - . . . - (Afc_! - Xk)^-i\\ < (\\A\\ + l)e, 
which equivalent to 
u _ (A: - Afc) ^ _ (A2-A f c) ^ _ _ ( A ^ - A f c ) ^ < (||A|| + 1) ^ 
(Afc+i-Afe) (Afc+i-Afc) (Afc+i - Afc) ||Afc+1-Afc|| 
This implies that £ is in (PAfc+1 A {V^PXi))H. Since PAfc+1 A ( V ^ P * . ) = 0, we have £ = 0, 
thus complete the proof. • 
In the following, we shall describe all elements in Cat{Alg{J-3)). Unbounded operators 
will be used in our computation. All unbounded operators affiliated with the factor CQ3 = 
M2(A4) form an algebra. From function calculus, many unbounded operators we encounter 
in this paper can be viewed as (positive) functions defined on (0,1) with respect to Lebesgue 
measure. When H (= Hx or H2) is identified with cos2 f 9. Then I-H, y/H{I - H), -/IF1, 
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y/{I — H)~l, etc., can be viewed as trigonometric functions and they are all determined 
by any one of them. Lemma 3.3 also tells that many linear combinations of free (non 
selfadjoint) operators such as y/H^I-Hi)-1 - ^H2{I - H2)-lV = y/H^I - Hi)~l{I -
J H^l(I — H\)\/H2{I — H2)~lV) are invertible (with unbounded inverses). 
When 5, T are unbounded operators affiliated with CQ3 or a finite von Neumann algebra 
and X € 13(H), then SXT is an unbounded operator that can be viewed as the weak-
operator limit of bounded operators of the form SEeXFtT for projections Et and Ft in CG3 
(or the finite von Neumann algebra) so that SEe and FeT are bounded and Ee, Fe have 
strong operator limit I (as e —> 0). Thus, for any operator X in a weak-operator dense 
subalgebra \JtEeB(H)Ft of B(H), the operator SXT is a bounded operator. 
Using unbounded operators, we may restate the Lemma 3.2.1 in the following form. 
Lemma 3.2.3. With Hi,H2,V € M C £ G 3 given above, let S = y/Hi(I - Hi)-1 -
\JHi(I — H2)~1V be an unbounded operator affiliated with M- IfT& Alg(T^), then there 
is an A € B such that 
_ l A y/H^I-H^S-'AS - Ay/Hiil - HJ-i \ 
\ 0 S^AS J 
Conversely, if A € B such that S^AS and y/H^I - F i ) " 1 S" 1 AS - A^J'HX(I - Hx)~l are 
bounded operators, then the above T belongs to Alg(J-^). 
The above lemma shows that Alg(J-3) is quite large, in particular, Alg(J-3) n £ Q 3 is 
infinite dimensional. The following result follows easily from the above lemma and shows 
that all nontrivial projections in Cat(Alg(!F3)) have trace \. 
Corollary 3.2.1. For any Q e Cat(Mg(F3))\{0,1, P i} , we have that Q A Pi = 0, Q v P j = 
I, and T(Q) = | . 
Proof. For any Q e Cat{Alg{T3)), Q A Pi € CatiAlg^))• Thus Q A Pi is invariant under 
all T given in Lemma 3.4 and thus the A in (1,1) entry of T. This implies that QAP\ — P\ 
or 0. Similarly we can show that QVPi = I or Px. For Q e £ai(^Uff(^ r3))\{0,/,Pi}, by the 
equation in Lemma 3.1.3, we have r(Q) = T ( Q V P I ) - T ( P 1 ) + T ( Q A P I ) = l - ± + 0 = \. • 
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This corollary actually shows that for any distinct projections Q\, Q2 in Cab{ALg(!Fz)) \ 
{0, I}, Qi A Q2 = 0, and Qy V Q2 = I. 
For any X e B{H) or an unbounded operator X affiliated with a (finite) von Neumann 
algebra, we shall use supp(X) to denote the support of X, i.e., the range projection of X*X. 
When supp(X) = supp(X*) = I, X has an (unbounded) inverse. 
Theorem 3.2.1. For any projection Q in Cat{Alg{J-3)) \ {0,1,Pi}, there are K and U in 
M., such that 
K JK{I-K)U 
Q ' , 
U*y/K{I-K) U*(I-K)U 
where y/K(I — K)"1 (or K) and U are determined by the polar decomposition of (1 + 
a)y/Hi(I-Hi)-i - ay/H2(I - H2)~W = aS + y/H^I-H^ = y/K(I - K)~W for 
some a €E C. Moreover for any given a in C, the polar decomposition determines U and K 
uniquely which give rise to a projection Q (in the above form) in Lat{Alg{!F?,)). 
Proof. Suppose Q is given in the theorem. From Corollary 3.2.1, we know that supp(7 — 
K) = I. From Lemma 3.2.3, for any A € B (the commutant of M2(C) in B(l2(G3)), 
B ^ B(H) for some Hilbert space H) such that S^AS and y/H^I - H^S^AS 
Ay/H\(I — H\)~l are bounded, then 
A y/Hi(I - ffiJ-^-MS - Ay/H^I - F j ) " 1 
€ Mg(F3), 
S^AS 
here S = y/Hi(I - Hi)-1 - y/H2(I - H2)~lV. Thus {I - Q)TQ = 0. This implies that 
(/ - K)Ay/K(I - K)U + {I-K) y/Hiil-H^S^AS 
- Ay/H^I-Hi)-^ U*{I - K)U - y/K(I - K^S^ASU^I - K)U = 0, 
Since supp(J — K) = / , I — K is invertible. We have 
VT^KA \y/K - y/Hi{I - H^-W^VT^K 
= VKU - VT^Ky/H^I - Fi)"1 S~lASU*s/T^K 
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This gives us 
A[VK - y/Hi(I - H^W^fT^K^SWy/T^K)-1 
=
 y/{I-K)-1['/KU - VT=T<VHi(I - H^jS-'A. 
The above equation holds for all A in a weak-operator dense subalgebra of B (= B(Hi)). 
Thus there is an o 6 C such that 
aVT^K = [VKU - VT^Ky/H^I - F i ) " 1 ] ^ 1 , 
aSU*y/T^K =y/K- y/Hi(I - Hi)~xU*y/T=K. 
This implies that 
^K(I-K)~W = aS+ y/H^I-Hi)-1. 
Conversely, when K and U are given by this equation, all above equations hold. Prom 
Lemma 3.2.3 one checks easily that Q given in the theorem lies in Cat(Alg(!Fz)). • 
3.3 Algi^z) is a Kadison-Singer algebra 
In this section, we shall prove that Ca^Alg^z)) is a Kadison-Singer lattice which implies 
that Alg{!F$) is a Kadison-Singer algebra. 
Lemma 3.3.1. For any two distinct projections Q\, Q2 in £at(Alg(J-3)) \ {0,1,P\}, we 
have that Alg{{PuQi,Q2}) = Mgift)-
Proof. By Theorem 3.2.1, we may assume that, for i = 1,2, 
( Ki y/Ki(I - Ki)Ui \ 
\ U*y/Ki(I-Ki) U*(I-Ki)Ui ) 
^Ki{I-Ki)-Wi = (1 + oO-y/ffiC/'-.ffi)-1 - <Hy/Hi(I - H2)-1V 
where a\,a2 € C and a\ =£ a2. Then we have 
y/K^I-KJ-Wi - y/K2(I-K2)-W2 = (fll - a2)S. 
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Replacing S by (ai —02)5 in Lemma 3.2.3, we know that Alg({P\, Q\, Q2}) = Mg{T^). • 
Lemma 3.3.2. For any three distinct projections Q\, Qi and Q3 in Cat{Alg(J-3)) \ {0, / } , 
we always have that P\ £ Cat(Alg({Qi, Q2, Q3}))• 
Proof. By Theorem 3.3.1, we could assume that 
„ , K VKi(I - Ki)Ui 
Qi = I I and 
UWKi(I-Ki) U;(I-Ki)Ui 
y/KiV-Kd-Wi = (1 + OiWHtf-Hi)-* - ai^H2(I-H2)-1V 
= aiS+VHi(I-H1)-1, 
where a; e C ( i = 1,2,3). 
To porve this lemma, we only need to show that if 
/ 
An An , 
£ Alg({Q1,Q2,Q3}) 
A21 A22 
then A21 = 0. Now assume that the above A belongs to Alg{{Q\,Q2,Qz})- Then (J — 
Qi)AQi = 0, for i = 1,2,3. Thus we have 
y/I - Ki(An^Ki{I - Ki)Ui+A12U?(I - Ki)Ut) 
KiUi(A21VKi(I-Ki)Ui + A22U*(I - Ki)Ui). 
Because (nf=1D(£/;(J - K^Ui)) n (P(5)) n {V{y/Hx{I - Hi)"1)) is dense in PXH (here 
for closed operator T, T>(T) is T's domain), then the above equation is true if and only if 
for any £ e (nf=12?([/*(7 - i ^ ) " 1 ^ ) ) n (2>(S)) n (V^H^I - H^)), 
Any/Ki(I-Ki)-Wi£ + Al2i = 
^Ki(I-KiyiUi[A21 y/Kiil-KJ-Wg + A22Z}. 
Now we choose a family of projections Ee, Ee has strong operator limit / as e —> 0, and 
EeS, Eey/Hi(I — Hi)'1 are bounded operators, thus for i = 1,2,3, 
E^Ki{I-Ki)-lUi =
 aiEtS + E^H^I-Hx)-1, 
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are bounded operators. For i, j = 1, 2, 3, we have 
Eey/Ki(I - Ki)-iUiA21y/Ki(I - Ki)-Wit[ - E^K^I - Kj)-WjA21^Kj(I - K^U^ 
= {ai-aj)[EeAiiSt-EeSA22€]. 
Form this we conclude that 
( 0 l - a2)Ee^K3(I - K3)~W3A2ly/K3{I - K3)-W3£+ 
(a2 - a3)Eey/K1(I-K1)-W1A2iy/K1(I-Kl)-iU1S+ 
(a3 - ai)Ety/K2{I - K2)-W2A2ly/K2{I - K2)-W2fi = 0. 
Using the relation E^K^I - Ki)~lUi = a^S + E^H^I - i / j ) " 1 again, we easily get 
[03(01 - a2) + a\{a2 - a3) + a2(a3 - ai)]EeSA2iS£, 
+ [a3{ai - a2) + ai(o2 - a3) + a2(a3 - a1)][EeSA2iy/H1(I - tfi)-1^ 
+ Eey/Hiil-HJ-iAnSZ] 
+ [(ai - a2) + (a2 - a3) + (a3 - a O J W W - H{)~1 A2iy/H^I - Hi)~lC = 0, 
which implies that 
(ai - a2)(ai - a3)(a2 - a3)EeSA2iS£, = 0. 
Since ker(S) — {0}, we have F£ = Ti(S*Ec)( the range projection of S*Ee) also has strong 
operator limit / as e —> 0, thus the equation above implies that FtA2iS^ = 0. We also know 
{S£|£ G (rf=MU*(I - ^ i ) - 1 ^ ) ) n (P(S)) n {V^H^I-Hx)-^))} is dense in PXH, this 
implies FEA2i = 0. Let e —> 0, we have A2i = 0 and the lemma follows. • 
Lemma 3.3.3. We define a one to one map from C into Cat{Alg{T3)) as following: 
Ka y/Ka(I -Ka)Ua 
C - • Cat{Alg{T3)) :a^Qa 
U*y/Ka{I-Ka) U*(I-Ka)Ua 
VKa(I-Ka)-Wa = aS+ ^Hiil-Hi)-1. 
This map is continuous if C is endowed with its canonical topology and Cat(Alg{J-3)) has 
the ||.||2 norm topology. 
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Proof. We will show that when a —> ao, \\Qa — Qa0\\2 —* 0. From the equation: 
IIQa-Qa0 | l2 = l - 2 r ( Q o Q O 0 ) 
= 1 - tr(KaKao) - tr(y/Ka(I - Ka)UaU*a^Kao{I - Kao)) 
- tr(U*a VKa(I-Ka)^Kao(I-Kao)Uao) 
-tr(U*a(I - Ka)UaU:0(I - Kao)Uao), 
it is easy to see that we only need to show when a —* ao, 
\tr((Ka-Kao)Kao)\^0, (3.2) 
\tr{WKa{I-Ka)Ua - ^Kao(I - Kao)Uao)U*aoy/Kao(I - Kao))\ - 0, (3.3) 
\tr((UWKa(I-Ka)- U*aoy/Kao(I - Kao)WKao{I - Kao)Uao)\ -> 0, (3.4) 
\tr(Ka - Kao)\ -> 0, \tr((U*aKaUa - U*aoKaoUao)U*aoKaoUao)\ - 0. (3.5) 
Here we only provide the proof for (3.2) and (3.3), the rest can be proved similarly. 
First note that for any a e C 
Kail-Ka)-1 
= \a\2SS* + aS^/H^I-Hx)-1 + ayj'Hi(I - .Hi)-1 S* + y/Hi(I - Hi)'1. 
Let F{a) = \a\2SS* + aSV'Hi(I - Hi)'1 + ay/Hi{I - H^S* + V'HX{I - tfi)"1. Thus 
we have 
I - Ka = {I + F(a))-\. 
For any e > 0, we can find a projection Fe € M, such that SS*Ee, Sy/H\{I — H\)~lEe, 
y/Hi(I -H1)~lS*Ee, y/Hi(I -H{]~lEt are bounded operators, and tr(I - Fe) = tr{I -
Ee) < e2, where Ee = K{{I + F(a))"1F£)(e M) is the range projection of (I + ^ ( a ) ) - 1 ^ . 
So there exists a (3 > 0, if \a - O,Q\ < /?, we have \\F(a)Ee - F(ao)Ee\\ < t. Thus 
\tr((Ka - Kao)Kaa)\ < \tr(Kao(Ka - Kao)F£)\ + \tr(Kao(Ka - Kao){I - Fe))\ 
< \tr(Kao(I + F(a))"1(i?(a) - F(a0))(I + F(ao))"1F£) | +2e < 3e. 
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This implies (3.2). 
In order to prove (3.3), for any e > 0, we choose a projection Pe e M such that SPe, 
y/Hi(I — H\)~lP£ are bounded operators, and tr(I — P£) < e2. Then there exists (3\ > 0, 
if |a — ao| < Pi, we have 
\WKa{I-Ka)-WaPt - y/Kao(I - Kao)-WaoPc\\ < e. 
Then we obtain 
\tr(WKa(I-Ka)Ua - y/Kao{I - Kao)Uao)U*aoVKao(I - Kao))\ 
< \tr(U:oVKao(I - Kao)WKa{I - Ka)Ua - y/Kao{I - Kao)Uao)P£)\ 
+ \tr(U:o^Kao(I - KMKa{I - Ka)Ua - ^Kao(I - Kao)Uao)(I - Pe))\ 
< \tr(U:oVKao(I-Kao)(I - Ka)WKa{I-Ka)~WaP£ - y/Kao(I - Kao)-WaoP£})\ 
+ \tr(^/Kao(I - Kao)-^UaoP£U:oVKao(I - Kao){Kao - Ka))\ + 2e 
< \tr(y/Kao(I - Kao)-WaoP£U:Qy/Kao(I - Kao)(Kao - Ka))\ + 3e. 
Now similar argument as in the proof of (3.2) will give us (3.3). • 
Lemma 3.3.4. With the notations in the above lemma, we have when a —* oo, \\Qa—Pi lb —* 
0. 
Proof. Since ||<5a — P1W2 — l—tr{Ka), w e only need to show that when a —> 00, tr{I—Ka) —> 
0. Again let 
F{a) = \a\2(SS* + ^Sy/H^I - H i ) " 1 + ^y/H^I - H^S* + ^y/H^I - H^). 
Since SS* is invertible, for any e > 0, we can choose a projection E € M, such that 
T(E) > 1 - e, ESS*E, ES^/H^I-H^E, E^JH^I - Hx)-lE, are all bounded, and 
ESS*E > (3E(p > 0). Thus there exist c > 0, s.t. if \a\ > c, we have 
ESS*E + ^ESy/Hiil-H^E 
a 
+ -E^H1(I-H1)-^S*E + r^Ey/HiV-HJ-iE > %E. 
& t& & 
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By [14] Lemma 3.2, we know tr(eF^([\a\2§, +00])) > 1 - e, where ep( a)(pn^,+oo]) = e 
2 is the spectral projection of F(a), such that eF(a)e > 2^-e- Choose |a| large enough, we 
will have 
tr(I - Ka) = i r ( C + F(a))-1e) + i r ( ( / + F t a ) ) " ^ - e)) 
<r^+e<2e. \a\2p 
This implies when a —> 00, tr{I — Ka) —> 0. D 
Now the follow theorem follows easily from our lemmas. 
Theo rem 3.3.1. Wii/i the above notation, we have that Alg{!F3) is a KS-algebra and 




where K and U are uniquely determined by the following polar decomposition with any 
Lat{Alg{T3)) \ {0,/} : a • 
a € C: (a+l)y/Hi(I - Hi)~l - ay/H2{I - H2)~1V = y/K(I - K)~W. As a consequence, 
we have T(P) = \ and as a tends to 00, the projection P converges strongly to Pi. Thus 
Cat{Alg{J-3)) \ {0,1} is homeomorphic to S2. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3.3 and 3.3.4, the following one to one map: 
Qa, a e C 
Pi, a = 00 
is continuous form S2 onto Cat{Alg{Jr3)) \ {0,1}. Since S2 is compact, and Cat(Alg{T3)) \ 
{0, / } is Hausdorff, we have CatlAlgi^)) \ {0, / } is homeomorphic to 5 2 , i.e. the one point 
compaciflcation of C. 
We still need to show the minimality of Cat{Alg{Jr3)). Clearly for any sublattice £1 con-
taining only two projections Qi, Q2 in Cat{Alg{!Fz)), A can not generate the type Hi factor 
CG3- Lemma 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 shows that any reflexive sublattice of Cat{Alg(T3)) containing 
more than two nontrivial projections must agree with Cat{Alg{J-3)). Thus Cat{Alg(!F3)) is 
a Kadison-Singer lattice. • 
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Although the above theorem is stated for Tz , similar results hold for any double triangle 
lattice in finite von Neumann algebras. We shall provide more details in the appendix. 
When a lattice contains four or more projections in a von Neumann algebra, the situation 
is not clear. Even for T± (the lattice generated by four free projections), we know from our 
above result that Cat{Alg{J-i)) contains several copies of S2 . But we do not have a complete 
characterization of this lattice. The following theorem shows that AlgiFoo) contains no 
nonzero compact operators. 
Theorem 3.3.2. Let T^ be the lattice generated by countably infinitely many free projec-
tions of trace \ in CQ^, where. G^ is the free product of countably infinitely many copies 
ofIsi- Then Alg(!Foo) does not contain any nonzero compact operators. 
In order to prove this theorem, we need following facts. 
Lemma 3.3.5. Suppose {&}"=1 are unit vectors in /2(Goo). For any e > 0, there exists 
TO G N such that for k > m, we have \ < Uk(ii,€i > | < e(« = 1, 2 , . . . , n), i.e. {Un}^1 has 
weak-operator limit zero as n —> 0, where Uj, j = 1,2,... are the standard generators of 
£G„-
Proof In convention, we will denote the element of the orthonormal basis of /2(GQO) by 
3(6 Goo). Thus & = J^TeGoo ag9- For any finite unit vectors, there exists a subset {gj}"ti 
of Goo such that ||P£»|| > 1 — e2(i = 1,2.. . , n), where P is the orthogonal projection onto 
the closed subspace spanned by {gj}^l1. Choosing m € Af such that for any k > m, the 
group element corresponding to Uk does not appear in {gjY£Lv Let & = £* + £2, where 
£\ = P&, by the property of free group, we have < £4£},£* > = 0. Thus 
I < Uk£u & > I = I < Uk£ + Uk& £ + & > I 
<ll^iiilie82ii + ii^i2ll<2£. 
• 
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Lemma 3.3.6. Suppose T € B(l2(G00)) is compact, then lim^ ||T£/fc|| = 0 (here we treat Uk 
as the element of the orthonormal basis of I2(Goo)). 
Proof. Without lose of generality, we may assume that ||T|| = 1. If lim^ ||T£/fc|| ^ 0, by the 
compactness of T, we could also assume that lim^ TUk = £ ^ 0. Then for any 0 < e < ^ , 
there is ko £ N, such that for any k > ko, we have \\TUk0 — TUk\\ < e. This implies 
\\TUko\\ > 2MU. Thus for any N € N, we obtain 
fco+W 
1 > ||T*T[/feo||2 > J2 I < T*TUkoUk > |2 
fc=fco 
>Ar| |TC/ f c 0 | |2( | |T[/^| | -£)2 
ivi|r^0ii2|i£||2 
- 9 
This is a contradiction, and therefore our assumption is wrong. • 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.2. Let Uj, j = 1,2,..., be the standard generators of Can and 
Pj = ~2 J the free projections in T^. Suppose T € Mg{J-oo) is a non-zero compact 
operator and ||T|| = 1. Without lose of generality, we may assume that T l = £ ^ 0. 
Indeed, since T ^ O , there must exists g € G, Tg ^ 0, we can replace T with TRg-i (Note 
TRg-x € Alg(Foo), where (fla-i£)(ffi) = toiS-1). for any £ € Z2(Goo)). 
From {I - Pj)TPj = 0, we know that {I + Uj)T{I - Uj) = 0 for j = 1,2,.... By the 
above lemmas, we have 
lim||(l - Un)Z\\ = lim||(l - Un)TUn\\ < 21im||Tf/n|| = 0. 
n n n 
Since Uj has weak-operator limit zero, as j —» 00, there is no € N such that for any m > no, 
I < Um£,£ > I < ^||£||2. Therefore, we have 
11(1 - Um)Z\\2 =< (1 - Um)£, (1 - Um)£ > 
> lien2. 
It is clear that the above two equations contradict each other, thus our assumption must 
be wrong. • 
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3.4 Reduced lattices 
Definition 3.4.1. Suppose £ is a lattice of projections in a finite von Neumann algebra 
M. with a faithful normal trace r. Two projections P and Q in £ are said to be connected 
if for any e > 0, there are elements P\,P2, • • •, Pn in £ such that P\ = P, Pn = Q, 
\T(PJ — Pj+i)\ < e, and either Pj < P , + 1 or Pj > Pj+\, for j = 1 , . . . ,n — 1. Define the 
connected component O(P) of P to be the set of all projections in £ that are connected with 
P. Let To(£) be the set of all connected components in £. 
We shall see that To(£) carries an induced lattice structure from £ and we call ro(£) 
the reduced lattice of £. It is clear that if £ is a continuous nest, then To(£) contains only 
one point. A basic fact on connected components is given in the following. 
Proposition 3.4.1. Suppose £ is a lattice of projections in a finite von Neumann algebra 
M, P,Qe £. / /0{P) ^ O(Q), then 0{P) n 0{Q) = 0 
The proof of this proposition follows easily from the definition. If O(P) and 0(Q) 
are two elements in ro(£), then, for any Qi € O(Q), it is easy to see that 0{P V Q) = 
O(PvQi ) . Indeed, by the definition, for any e, there exist Pi , P2, ..., Pn, Pi = Q,Pn — Qx, 
\T(PJ — Pj+i)\ < e, and for j = 1, ..., n — 1, Pj < Pj+\ or Pj > Pj+\. Without lose of 
generality, we may assume Pj < Pj+\, thus we have Pj+\ = PjV P , T(P ) < e, 
|r(P V Pj) - r(P V Pj+1)\ = \T(P V Pj) - T(P V Pj V P')| 
= | r (P ' ) - T((P V Pj) A P ' ) | < £. 
This implies P V Q and PvQi are connected. Thus 0(P V Q) depends on the components 
O(P) and 0(Q), not the choices of P and Q in the components. We define O(P) VO(Q) = 
0{P V Q). Similarly we define that 0{P) A 0{Q) = 0{P A Q). It is easy to shows that 
To(£) is a lattice. The following theorem is immediate. 
Theorem 3.4.1. Suppose £ is a lattice of projections in a finite von Neumann algebra M. 
with a (faithful normal) trace r. Ifr(£) contains only finitely many trace values, then To(£) 
is the same as £ (i.e., every connected component contains only one element in £) 
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From this theorem, we know that VQ{Cat{Alg{!Fz))) = Lat{Alg{T^)). Suppose £ is a 
Kadison-Singer lattice and £ generates a finite von Neumann algebra. If To(£) contains 
only one point, then we call £ contractible. Thus continuous nests are contractible. 
Reduced lattices can not contain continuous nests. The following theorem shows that 
all possible trace values can appear in a reduced lattice. 
Theorem 3.4.2. Suppose £<n) is the lattice given in Section 2.1. Then r 0 (£ ( n ) ) = £ ( n ) 
To prove the preceding theorem, we need the following facts (we will use the notations 
introduced in the last chapter). 
Lemma 3.4.1. Suppose P = E\1) + F^\Q is a projection in iP^, then? = E^+F^Q < 
P if and only if j < i, and Q < Q. Specially, we have \T(P) — T(Q)\ = ^- + *• ~ ' • 
It is not hard to prove the above lemma by considering the trace value of projections, 
we omit the proof here. Note the lemma implies that if 
E\l) + Fn\Q = P<P = E^ + F^Q, 
and \T(P — P)\ < ^, we must have i = j . 
Lemma 3.4.2. Suppose Px = E^ + F^}hQi, P2 = E^ + F^}i2Q2 are two projections in 
£("), if H i= h, then Pi, Pi are not connected. 
Proof. Assuming P\ and P2 are connected. By definition, for any e < £, there are pro-
jections Pi, P2, ..., Pm in £(") such that Pi = Pu Pm = P2, \T(PJ - P}+i)| < £ and 
Pj < Pj+i or Pj > Pj+i. By the discussion above, we have P2 = E^' +i?„_il<52- Similarly, 
Pj =
 E^+F^hQj(j = 1,2,. . .m). Thus 
4 1 } + F^Q^ = Pm = P2 = E%> + F^i2Q2, 
this contradicts the fact that ii ^ i2, and completes the proof. • 
Now it is easy to prove Theorem 3.4.2 by induction. 
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Proof. Note if Pi ^ P2 , there is k e N such that 
Pi = 4? + ^ - ^ + • • • + (ff F^JEtl] + (II F^-aMU + ( f [ ^ Wl, 
i=\ i=l i= l 
*=EW+F«0 1SW+•..+(n F i i j ^ : ^ + ( n F»Qi)<fe)+(Q F^IM^, 
i=l i= l i= l 
and Ofe 7^  6fe, then by induction, and apply lemma 3.4.2 , it's easy to show that Pj and P2 
are not connected. • 
3.5 Maximality conditions 
In the definition of Kadison-Singer algebras, we require that the algebra be maximal in the 
class of reflexive algebras with the same diagonal. Our examples of KS-algebras given in 
chapter 2 are "maximal triangular" in the class of all algebras with the same diagonal, i.e., 
an algebraic maximality without reflexiveness or closedness assumptions. In general, the 
algebraic maximality assumption is a much stronger requirement. We call a subalgebra 21 of 
B(H) maximal triangular with respect to its diagonal C*- (or von Neumann) algebra 2l(~l2t* 
if, for any subalgebra 23 of B{H), 93 contains 21 and has the same diagonal as 21, then 93 
is equal to 21. This may lead to new interesting classes of non selfadjoint algebras. Many 
similar questions as those in [34], e.g., the closedness of 21, can be asked accordingly. 
In the following, we give a canonical method to construct a maximal triangular algebra 
in the class of weak-operator closed algebras with respect to a given von Neumann algebra 
as its diagonal. 
Suppose M is a von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space Ho and H\,..., Hn are 
positive elements in M such that H^, H\,..., H\ generate M. as a von Neumann algebra. 
From [24], we know that many von Neumann algebras can be generated by such positive 
elements, especially all type III and properly infinite von Neumann algebras. Let H be the 
direct sum of n + 1 copies of Ho- Then B(H) = Mn+i(B(Ho))- With this identification, we 
shall view both M n + i (C) and B(Ho) as subalgebras of B(H). Let Eij, i,j = 1 , . . . , n+ 1 be 
a matrix unit system for M„+1(C). We shall write elements in B(H) in a matrix form with 
respect to this unit system (with entries from B(HQ)). 
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Theorem 3.5.1. Define 
r / 
21 = < 
A 
o fff Mffi . . . 
o o 
: A e B(H0) >, 
[ \ «  ... H~lAHn J 
where * denotes all possible elements in B(7io). Then 21 is maximal upper triangular with 
respect to the diagonal Mn+i(M)' (= M' D B{Ho)). 
For the rest of this section, we will prove this theorem. 
Lemma 3.5.1. 21 is weak operator closed, and 21 n 21* = Mn+i(M)'. 
Proof. By the definition of 21, A e 21 if and only if 
EitiAEjj = 0{i >j), 
E\,\AE\t\ = HiEij+\AEi+\t\Hi~~ . 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
WOT It is clear if Ta - ^ T, Ta e 21, E^TEjj = lima EiATaEjtj = 0(« > j), and 
EliiTEifl = UmEiATaEiil 
a 
= \\m. HiE\ i+\TaEi+\ xHf 
a 
= HiE\ti+\TEi+\t\Hi , 
this means T € 21, thus 21 is weak operator closed. 
To prove 21 n 21* = Mn+\{M)'', we only need to show that for any self-adjoint operator 
H in 21, H € Mn+1{M)'. By (3.5), (3.6), we have 
EitHEjj = 0(t ^ j), 
E\,\HEitx = HiE\ti+\HEi+i^Hi , 
Ei,iHE\ti = Hf Eiti+iHEi+i^Hi. 
Since {Hy, H2 ,..., Hn2}" = M, the equations above imply H e Mn+i(M)'. D 
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Lemma 3.5.2. Suppose the algebra W generated byT and$i satisfies W*I~)W = Mn+i(M)', 
we have EijTEjj = 0, i > j , i,j = l,...n + 1, where T is an operator in Mn+i{B(Tlo))• 
Proof. If there exists i > 1 such that Ei/TE\t\ ^ 0, let 
n+l 
Ei^UHEi^i = ExtiTEiti = EijT — 2_^, EIJTEJJ 
3=2 
the polar decomposition of EitiTEiti(£ W), we have 
n + l 
ElAHEul = (E^U'Ei^ + j^Hr^Ej^EijHj-^E^UHE!,! € W, 
3=2 
it is clear that the self adjoint operator Eit\HE\t\ is not in Mn+\{M)', this contradicts the 
fact that W* fl W = Mn+\{M)'. Other cases can be proved similarly. • 
Proof of Theorem 3.5.1. To prove the theorem, we will show that for any T € B(H), if 
the weak operator closed algebra W, generated by T and 21, satisfies W n W = Mn+i(M)', 
then T must be in 21. By Lemma 3.5.2, we may assume that 
/ Ai 0 
0 fffUatfi 
\ 
y u o ... Hn An+iHn j 
€ W. 
0 0 
Next we will prove A\ = Ai = ... = An+\, equivalently A\ — An+i = A-x — An+\ = ... = 0. 
If this is not true, without lose of generality, we could assume that A\ — An+\ ^ 0 and 
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A\ — An+i > 0. Actually, if let UK be the polar decomposition of Ax — An+i, we have 
/ U* 0 . . . 0 
0 H^U'H! ... 0 
K 0 0 . . . H~lU*Hn J 
< 
' Ax - An+l 0 
0 H^(A2-An+1)H 
0 0 
i 0 0 
0 
0 






K 0 . . . 0 
0 H^U*{A2-An+l)Hl . . . 0 
0 0 . . . 0 
e W. 
\ U V . . . V I 
Based on the discussion above, we assume A\ > 0, An+\ = 0. Choosing a one dimen-


















. . . 0 
. . . 0 
. . . 0 
. . . 0 
. . . 0 
\ 
e w, 
\ 0 0 . . . fl--1Pfl'n y \ 0 0 u y 
where CiP — j-PAiP (i = 2,. . . , n ) . By the function calculous, we may assume c; = 1 
(i = 2 , . . . ,n) . Let { e a } a be an orthonormal basis of H, such that Pe a o = eao. If Va is a 
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partial isometry satisfies Vea = eao, we have J2a V<*PVa = I- Thus 





\ \J V . . . U / 
this contradicts the fact that W* f~l W = Mn+i(«M)'. D 
With 21 given in Theorem 3.5.1, suppose P is a projection in £a£(2l) with P — (Py)™,=i) 
-Py € B(HQ). It is easy to see that P must be diagonal and (/ — Pu)TPjj = 0 for all i < j 
and any T in B(Ho)- Thus P = Y^=\ Ejj f°r some A;. We know that such a P lies in 
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Double Triangle Lattices in Finite 
von Neumann algebras 
Suppose 21 = M <g> M2(C) is a finite von Neumann algebra acting on a separable Hilbert 
space H, where M <g> I is the relative commutant of I <g> M2(C) in 21. Let { £ i j } L = 1 be the 
canonical system of 2 x 2 matrix units in M2(C). With respect to these matrix units, we 
can write any operator T in 21 as 
( rp rp 
1,1 1,2 
T2,l T2,2 
Specially let . I 0 
0 0 
note if T is a normalized (r(J) = 1) normal faithful trace on 21, T(T) = \{tr{T\t\) +tr(T2<2)), 
where tr is a normalized normal faithful trace on M, then T{P\) = \. 
If Q e 21 is a projection s.t. Q A Pi = 0, and Q V Pi = i", then T(Q) =. \ {T(Q V P I ) = 
r ( P ) + r ( Q ) - r ( Q A P i ) = 1). If we write 
Q 
Hi H2V 
K V*H2 H3 
where V is an unitary in M (because M is finite), Hi, H2, H3 € M are positive operators. 
By Q2 = Q, we have 
Hx = Hi + Hi (8) 
H2V = H1H2V + H2VH3. (9) 
(A.l) implies that H2 = \fH\{I - H\), so we have 
(/ - HiWHtf-HJV = y/Htf-HJVHz. (10) 
Because Q V Px = I, ker(H3) = {0}, (A.3) implies that H3 = V*(I - HX)V. Also note that 
her (I - Hi) = {0}, since Q A Px = 0. 
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Murray and von Neumann proved that the set of operators (generally unbounded) af-
filiated with M is an algebra, we denote this set by M. If X, Y e M, then X + Y and 
XY are densely defined, closable, and their closures are in M. For any T e M, since T is 
a closed operator, 
K 6 V(T)}, 
is a closed subspace of 7i, where T>{T) is the domain of T. Denote the projection onto this 
subspace by Q{T). 
Lemma .0.3. If X and Y are two operators (generally unbounded) affiliated with a finite 
von Neumann algebra 21, then the closure of X + Y (denoted by X+Y) is also affiliated with 
21. / / £ e V{X+Y)f\V(X), we have £ e V(Y), and {X+Y)£ = X£ + Y£. 
Proof. Since f e V(X+Y) D P(X) , we have f € P( (X+Y) - X) . Because A? is a algebra, 
we have (X+Y)-X = Y, thus £ 6 P(Y), and (X+Y)£, = X£ + Yf. D 
Lemma .0.4. With the notation above, for any projection Q S 21, Q/\P\ — 0 and QvP\ = I, 
there exist a positive operator H in Ai s.t. ker(I — H) = 0, and an unitary operator V in 
M. such that 
Q H 
yjH{I - H)V \ 
V*y/H{I-H) V*{I-H)V 
And Q = g(^/H(I-H)-W). 
Proof. We only need to show the last statement. Let 
/ 
U = 
U is an unitary, and Q 
So Q < g(^/H(I-H)-W) 
€ g(y/H(I-H)-lV)H. 




thus g{y/H{I-H)-W) = Q. n 
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Lemma .0.5. Let P2, P3 be two projections in 21 such that Pi A P\ = 0 ; Pi V P\ = I, i = 2„ 
3, by the above lemma, we have 
V* y/H^I-Hi) V,* (I-H^V, ) ' 
H2 VH2(I - H2)V2 \ 
V2*y/H2(I-H2) V2*(I-H2)V2 ) 
And P2 A P3 — 0 if and only if 
keriy/Hiil-Hi)-^ - y/H2{I - H2)~W2) = {0}. 
Proof. If fcer(v/g1(/-g1)-1V1 - y/H2{I - H2)~lV2) ^ {0}, there exist a vector £ € 
V^y/H^I - Hx)-^) nV(^/H2(I - H2)~'V2), and 
y/Hi{I - Hx)-^ = VH2(I-H2)-iV2£, 
this contradicts the fact that P2 A P3 = 0. • 
Remark .0.1. In the above lemma, we could assume that V\ = I. Indeed, we could replace 
Pi, i = 1, 2, 3, with U*PiU, i = 1, 2, 3, where U = 
Remark .0.2. For any two operators (generally unbounded) X, Y € M., we denote the 
closure of X + Y by X+Y, then ker(X+Y) = {0} iff ker(X + Y) = {0}. Indeed, if 
ker(X + Y) = {0}, but ker(X+Y) ^ {0}, there exists a projection Q 6 M such that 
tr(Q) = a > 0, and for any £ € QH, (X+Y)£ = 0. Then we can choose e > 0 and two 
projections E, F € M such that tr{E) = tr{F) > I - e, EH C T>(X), FH C V(Y), and 
tr(E A F A Q) > 0. This means we can find £ € (E A F A Q)Ti., this contradicts the fact that 
ker(X+Y) = {0}. 
In order to show that the results in chapter 3 are hold for any double triangle lattices 
in finite von Neumann algebras, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma .0.6. Suppose Pi, P2, P3 are three projections in B(7i), "H is a sparable Hilbert 
space. If Pi A Pj = 0, and Pi V Pj = I, i ^ j , and the von Neumann algebra 21 generated by 
these three projections is finite, then Pi ~ I — P\ in$l, and 21 is *-isomorphic to M<8>M2(<C), 
where M = Pj2lPi is the relative commutant of M2(C) in 21. Moreover, for any faithful 
normalized normal trace r on 21, we have r(Pi) = ^. 
Proof We only need to show that Pi ~ I - Pi in 21. Let W = 21 * Lz2, the reduced free 
product of 21 with group algebra L%2. Denote the group generator of "L2 by o. Then W is a 
finite von Neumann algebra, and Pi, La2+I = E are two trace \ free projections. Since the 
von Neumann algebra N generated by Pi and E is ""-isomorphic to A <g> M2(C), where A is 
*-isomorphic to -kf^ji, and Pi ~ / - Pi in TV". Thus we can choose matrix units {Eij}fj=1 








y V^y/H^I-Hi) ^(J-Hi)Vi 
n . H2 y/H2(I - H2)V2 
F3 = I 
V2*y/H2(I-H2) V2*(I - H2)V2 
where Vi, V2 are unitary operator in W, H\, H2 are two positive operators, and ker(I-Hi) 
{0}{i = 1 , 2 ) . By Lemma A.0.5, we have 
kerWHl{I-Hl)-Wl - y/H2{I - H2)^V2) = {0}. 
Since 
0 y/Hx(I - Hi)-Wi-y/H2{I - H2)-W2) 
0 0 
is affiliated with 21, let T = HU be the polar decomposition of T in 21, then U*U = I — P\, 
UU* = PU thus A ~ J - Pi in 21. D 
For any double triangle lattice L = {0, P\,P2,P3,1} in a finite von Neumann algebra 21, 









p 3 = . 
V*^/H2{I-H2) V*{I-H2)V 
Lemma .0.7. Suppose C = {Q,Pi,P2,P},I} is a double triangle lattice in a finite von 
Neumann algebra. Without lose of generality, we could assume the von Neumann algebra 
generated by C is 21 = .M <g> M2(C). With H\, H2 and V given above, let 
S = y/Htf - ffx)-1-VW - H2)~lV 
be an invertible (unbounded) operator affiliated with M. If T S Alg(C), then there is an 
A e B{P{H) such that 
A y/Hi(I - H^S^AS - Ay/H^I - tfi)"1 
0 S~lAS 
Conversely, if A € B{PiH) such that S'1 AS and y/Hi(I - H^S'1 AS-Ay/Hx{I - Hx)~l 
are bounded operators, thenT belongs to Alg(C). 
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Proof. T e Alg(C) if and only if (J - Pi)TPi = 0, i = 1,2,3. So 
T = 




y/I-H2T2V*y/T^W2 lf2VT3V*Vl-H2 - Vl-H2Tiy/lh. 
(11) 
(12) 
Since V{^{I-HX)^) n 2?(V(J - # 2 ) - iV)(and K(^(I - H,)^) n 72(^ / (1- f f 2 ) - iV) , 
72(A) is the range of operator A) is dense in PiH, (A.4), (A.5) are true if and only if 
V£ e V(y/{l-Hx)-i) n P ( ^ ( / - / / 2 ) - i V ) , 
T2i = y/Hi(I-Hi)-lT3€ - T : y / H t f - H ! ) - ^ , 
T2£ = \/H2{I-H2)-WT3(i - Ti y/H2(I-H2)^Vt 
This equivalent to (by lemma A.0.3) 
T2£ = y/Htf-HJ-lnt - T, y/Hitf - Hi)-^, 
T3£ = S-tTiSZ. 






Theorem .0.2. Suppose L = {0,Pi,P2,P3,I} is a double triangle lattice in a finite von 
Neumann algebra. Without lose of generality, we could assume the von Neumann algebra 
generated by C is 21 = M <g> M2(C). Let {Eij}2i=1 be the canonical system of 2 x 2 
matrix units in M2(<C). Then Cat(Alg({Pi, P2, -P3})) is determined by the following: P € 
Cat{Alg{{Pi,P2, P3})) and P^0,I, PX, if and only if 
K y/K{I - K)U 
U*y/K{I-K) U*{I-K)U 
where K and U are uniquely determined by the following polar decomposition with any a G 
C : (a+\)y/Hi(I - Hi)-l-ay/H2(I - H2)~W = y/K{I-K)-lU. AndLat{Alg{{Pi,P2,Pz}))\ 
{0,/} is homeomorphic to S2. Furthermore if the von Neumann algebra Af generated by 
P i , P 2 , P 3 can not be generated by two projections then Alg({Pi, P2,P3}) is a KS-algebra. 
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